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In 1966 the civil rights movement segued into the anger-filled Black
Power movement and those of us known as Negroes insisted on
being known as blacks. We had in mind the complete transforma-
tion of what the word means to the nation as a whole. Black Power;
Black Is Beautiful; Say It Loud, I'm Black and I'm Proud. These
were the campaign slogans designed to assure tlat the transforma-
tion took place. While that may have happened in the hearts and
minds of many of us who embrace the word to describe who we
are, it never really gained root in the rest of America.

To observe this a person need only look up the word black in
lVebster's New lVorld Dictionary, or any other standard reference
dictionary. Besides stating that black classifies a racial group, there
is the following: 3) totally without light; in complete darkness; 5)

soiled; dirty; 7) evil; wicked; harmful; 8) disgraceful; 9) full of sor-
row and suffering; sad; dismal; gloomy; 10) disastrous; 11) sullen or
angry [black looks]; 12) without hope [a black culture]; 14) humor-
ous or satirical in a morbid or cynical way [black comedy]. 'I'he

negative list goes on.
Given that the dictionary is called Nezo lTorld, it tells us that

nearly thiny years after the black revolution was to have taken
place, our "new world" is left with predominandy repulsive dehni-
tions of the word. For the most pan, the Black Power movement
failed. Hindsight has taught us tiat there werc two lasting accom-
plishrnents of the 1960s struggle to irnprove the plight of blacks: the
1964 Civil Rights Act outlawing segregation in public facilities, and
the 1965 Voting Rights Act assuring all adult Americans the right to
vote. In essence these victories proved we could induce the nation
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to live up to its constitution, guaranteeing that ia legal system
would not stand on the side of racism, but no more than drat.

That blacks would wish for more out of the movement was
understandable. After all, we were far behind everyone else.
Though at the beginning of our nation there was some indentured
servitude, most immigrants arrived escaping some form of torment
or a static society preventing the prosperity they desired. Our
African ancestors, on dre other hand, arrived for the express pur-
pose of serving as virtual human beasts of burden. After their free-
dom, blacks became typecast as former slaves, a subgroup which
new European arrivals quickly felt better than. Initially such immi-
grants of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were
ranked by the Europeans who preceded them. The Irish, the Poles,
Eastern European Jews, and other ethnicities now considered white,
were treated as doormats, in some cases experiencing even greater
prejudice than former black slaves. Human history has proven that
in virn:ally all large-scale societies, subgroups compete in a struggle,
the outcome of which determines which one is to be considered nat-
urally at the top, and which naturally at the bottom.

Eventually blacks became the basement-dwelling caste and the
formerly despised European immigrants gained acceptance as

whites. The ugly truth that blacks still occupy our naiion's bottom
. social rung is difficult to swallow in our post--civil rights era, since

during the turbulent, idealistic 1950s, plenty of Americans were
convinced that by the 1990s that would no longer be the case. That
we persist in being this in the minds of so many Americans is per-
haps best summed up by the racist joke: What do you call a black
man with a Ph.D.? Answer: Nigger. This chronic state, along with a
rapidly changing economy which has left many unprepared blacks
out in the cold, has resulted in a black collective spinning of wheels
and a plague ofblack nihilism in which angry young black males kill
one another, produce rap records romanticizing their violent, tough
predator images, and reinforce society's fear of black men; poor
psychologically defeated blacks care litde about their neighbor-
hoods, so graffiti is common, as well as rats and roaches, reinforcing
the notion that blacks aren't clean, meaning that even though more
than half of black Americans are now middle class. blacks still must
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fight pre)udice when searching for somewhere to live; affirmative
action, originally promoted by blacks and whites who considered
themselves progressive as a redress for past discrimination, in too
many instances lowers standards for blacks in order to fulfill a black
quota, thus reinforcing t}le stereotype that blacks aren't very intelh-
gent.

Then there's the most nihilistic effects of all, A chronic feeling of
disconnectedness frorn the rest of America is so thorough among
blacks that large numbers of black youths see no teason to perform
well in school. Legions of blacks are so completely consumed by
their sense of alienation that they believe Western culture as a whole
is white, blinding them to any understanding that they are pan of
ItrTestern culture, which not only originated plenty of breaktrroughs
but borrowed (and continues to borrow) from a wide variety of
other cultures to be what it is.

So when Charles Murray and Richard Herrnstein's book Thz
Bell Cunte was published in the fall of 1994 and the media immedi-
ately zeroed in on its conclusions regarding black intelligence, that
amounted to kicking a man while he's down. Though thc book is a
massive warning about how our nation is rapidly developing a cog-
nitive elite which is increasingly leaving behind a disadvantaged
mass of Americans of all colors, blacks feel singled out due to the
book's research conclusion that on average blacks of all socioeco-
nomic backgrounds naturally score lower than everyone else on
intelligence tests. And a race-weary nation still coming to grips with
the failures of the post-civil rights era, finds the bridging of its racial
gap rendered even more difficult.

'I'here are any number of ways to debunk I"fte Bell Curae's con-
clusions. Natural scientists have found absolutely no correlation
between race and intelligence. Charles Murray is not a natural sci-
intist, and neither was the recently deceased Herrnstein. The notion
that all 30 million blacks constitute a singular race of people, sepa-
rate and distinct from white Americans is itself a senseless relic of
the nation's early history. The vast majority of blacks harbor some
degree of European as well as black African ancestry, and 40 per-
cent harbor Native American ancestrJr too (and some white Amerj-
cans, southerners in particular, harbor black African ancestry),
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further complicating any attempt to draw a definitive correlation
between race and inlelligence.

And why should intelligence be conclusively measured according
to such criteria as how quickly a person repeats a sequence of num-
bers backward, or her or his facility for answering a sequence of
multiple choice questions on an exam under time constraints (IQ,
scores and SAT scores, among other exams were used by the
authors of The Bell Curoe to draw their conclusions). If such tests

are designed purely for the measurement of intelligence, why is a

time constraint consisting of a set number of hours even applied to
any of the exams, rather than allowing test takers all the time they
desire within reasonable limits to complete them? And why are

there no essay sections, or fiction and poetry writing elements to
assess creativity? It is understandable if a minimum cut off is agreed
upon to establish what constitutes normal functioning. But beyond
such an assessment why should anyone conclude, with regard to the
SA'I for example, that a student scoring 500 will undoubtedly con-
tribute less to society than a student scoring 700?

These are all appropriate caveats to The Bell Cune's conclusions.
But the danger that they will be used as crutches allowing blacks to
continue viewing ourselves as victims, is every bit as great as the
danger that publication of The Bell Cw'ae provides more comfort to
racists. Our tendency to cling to old standards in the way we see

ourselves and old solutions to the problems we continue to experi-
ence is very great. Thus not only is there a virtual litrnus test for
deciding who is and who isn't truly black among those most alien-
ated from predominandy white America, there is a virrual litmus
test for such a decision among many people who consider them-
selves liberals and leftists. According to t}re test, all true blacks must
unconditionally suppon affirmative action in all of its varieties; all
mre blacks must be Democrats rather than Republicans out of grat-
itude that the landmark civil rights gains rvere achieved on the
watch of the Democrats; all true blacks must agree that the alarming
rate of murder among young black males is due solely to profound
chianges in our economy, and that any criticism of young black men
who murder amounts to blaming the victim and tarnishing thc
image of all blacks.
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Such condescension regarding blacks is so great that it indirectly
supports Zie Bell Cune's implication that blacks are intellecruallv
inferior to everyone else. It implies that responsible behavior, variety
of thought and political affrliation, is solely for otlrer people. ln
other words, our race-obsessed environment has rendered it virtu-
ally impossible for anyone black to be an individual in the same
manner whites take for granted as their right, Inadvertendy our
nation has created an environment for being black that imprisons all
blacks.

This mental imprisonment all but assures that the definitions for
black will remain rvhat they are. In the process blacks are discour-
aged from learning the lessons other victirnized people learned to
improve their lot. Such conditioning is furthered by the authors of
The Bell Curue, not only through the way they use black scores on
intelligence tests to imply that blacks are a permanent mental
underclass, but in the way they ignored the evidence they uncov-
ered that environment could play the decisive role in blacks catch-
rng up to whites on intelligence test performance in the future.

Among their findings was sometiing they called the Flynn
Effect, in which over time IQ scores tend to drift upward among
groups of people due to environmental improvements overriding
any possible genetic basis for IQ performance. Due to the Flvnn
Effect, average IQ scores among a nadon's population have been
shown to increase by as much as one point per year, posting gains
comparable to the lifteen points separating black and white Ie aver_
ages toda-v. Murray and Herrnstein concluded that thoueh the
Flynn Effect will certainly increase black Ie averages it won't make
any difference in the black/white IQ gap since environmental
improvements will also occur among whites.

Such a conclusion is rue only if blacks remain imprisoned in the
mental environment we find ourselves in. However if we free our_
selves from it, there's no question that our individual development
on average will post gains at a greater rate then the individual devel_
opment of our \4hite counterparts so that eventually the blacvwhite
IQ gap will be closed.

Freeing ourselves from this imprisonment will entail quite a few
mental adiustments. We must overcome our sensitivitv to the
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stereotype that our black African ancestors were savages and that
we too) at heart, are savages (which is the foundation both of our
insecudty and the persistence of racism). This can only happen if
we understand that there are plenty of geographical reasons those
black African ancestors never participated in the type of cultural
advancement engaged in by their European and Asian counterparts
(though there is still much to be proud of with regard to many black
African cultures, and there were a few ancient black African civi-
Iizations, though eventually they disintegrated).

For instance, as pointed out recently by economist Thomas Sow-
ell in his book Race arul Culture, unlike Europe, black Africa has no
navigable rivers. Also unlike Burope, its coast has no protective
ports. In earlier history navigable rivers and protective ports were
key to the development of commerce which facilitated the exchange
of ideas, thc merging of peoples into genuine nadons (as opposcd to
myriad tribes rvith a multitude of languages which to this day still
characterizes black African nations, most of which are simply for-
mer European colonies), and the conquering of nations after the
development of large naval armadas (by the Spanish, Dutch, Eng-
lish, etc.). Also, our black African ancestors were isolated from
other peoples by the massive Sahara desert, which is larger than the
entire continental United States.

Furthermore, most of those we now consider white were at one
time divisible into northern European barbarians versus people of
advanced southern European civilizations (Greece, then Rome).
The southern Europeans, in turn, borrou'ed from the once more-
advanced Egyptians and Asians. Nonhern Europeans only became
advanced after being conquered by the Romars. Eventually they
learned the lessons the Romans could teach and overtook them,
until one day northern Europeans were considered more advanced
than their southern counterparts (an image which persists today).

All of this is to say that no group of people has a patent on
knowledge. -fhus blacks who feel compelled to romanticize black
African traditions, man-v of which amount to barbarism-such as

the practice of submitting women to clitorectomies, and the past
tradition among a feu' tribes of killing the wives of the tribal chief
upon his death-need not feel compelled to do so just because

1,69
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racists attempt to disengage blacks from any feeling of connected-
ness rvith the rest of mankind.

But the most important mental adjustment of all is for each black
individual to dccide he or she has no catching up to do in order to
become a complete human being. Not for the purpose of develop-
ing a defensive black racism, but in order to muster the self-confi-
dence necessary to meet any challenge, and the desire to allow no
known variety of human knowledge ro go unmastered. This is a

type of individual confidence possible only through forgening [Ze6-
ster's New Wofld Dictionary's definitions of blackness (even if every-
one clse does not), and through ignorrng The Bell Curue's
conclusions about black IQs. \ve must exchange information with
each other, invite participation from tiose viewed as nonblack who
genuinel-v respect usJ and meet all challenges with an attitude
exacdy like that of a group of junior high school kids in Harlem.

With the coaching of Maurice Ashley, the highesr ranking black
chess player in the nation, they were introduced to the intellectual
gamc of chess.

In earlier times chess was limited to royalry and nobility. Educa-
tors have proven that mastery of t}le game improves abstract thir*-
ing skills and thus academic performance. Like high SAT scores
and high IQs, chess mastery generally isn't associated with black
people. But that didn't stop Ashley from accepting the challenge of
teaching the game to the kids. At a recent seminar on chess in edu-
cation, hc rccalled, "I went in against the pressure, even of some
educators who felt, why are you teaching these kids chess? And I
really had to be hard on [the kids]....Their attitude was, 'Hey,
you're going to teach us chess? rJ?ell we play basketball. Do you
play basketball?"'

Eventually Ashley succeeded in teaching enough of them the
game that they began entering national junior high school chess
toumaments. They called their chess team rhe Raging Rooks of
Harlem. "We went to our first tournament in 1989. One of our
kids, Michael, lost his first game, and all the other kids won. He was
off by himself, hc didn't want to talk about it. . . . I decided you
couldn't pampcr him. When he sarv that no one was going to pam-
per him, he said, 'This is crazy, I have to take this into my own
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hands. After that he went five and one. He developed this tremen-
dous will to win. In every succeeding tournament he'd say, 'Come
onJ we're going to go in there and kick butt!'He came up rvith all
the mottoes for the team. Just before we'd go to play we'd put our
hands together and sa-v'Raging Rooks, yeah!' And Michael rvould
say, ''\Vell, gotta go to work, gotta go to work,' like it was a business
he had to take care of."

The Raging Rooks took care of business so well that two years

later they won the National Junior High School Chess 'feam Cham-
pionship. Like the Raging Rooks, from here on, not only do African
Americans have to hear success is all in the mind, we all have to
believe it.
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arguing that blacks as a group are intellectually inferior to whites as
a group by nature. As far back as 1971, Hcrrnstein set off a
firestorm with his article "IQ" in The Atlantic Mortrlly in December
1971. Much of the dubious research on which Z/re Bell Curue rests
was accurnulated in the seventies and eighties. Why, then, did Her-
mstein and Murray-with Philippe Rushton and other neo-heredj-
tarians in their train-take conservatism by storm in 1994, rather
than 1984, or I97 4? Why are mainstream conservatives suddenly
welcoming the revival of eugenic theory, after several decades in
which they reiected anything redolent of pseudoscientific racism?

The answer, I would suggest, has less to do with new scholarly
support for hereditarianism (there is none) or changes in American
society as a whole (it has not changed trar much) than with the
ongoing transformation of the American conservative movement. In
a remarkably short period of time, the broadly based, optimistic
conservatism of the Reagan years, with its focus on the economy
and foreign policy, has given way to a new "culture war" conser-
vatism, obsessed with immigration, race, and sex. This emergent
post-cold war right has less to do with the Goldwater-Reagan right
than with the older American right of radio priest Farher Charles E.
Coughlin and the fundamentalist minister Gerald 1.. K. Smith's
Christian Nationalist Crusade. In its apocalyptic style as well as its
apocalyptic obsessions, this nerv consen'atism owes more to lrat
Robenson and Patrick Buchanan than to Villiam F. Buckley, Jr.,
and Irving Kristol.2 The growing importance, within the Republi-
can Party, of the Deep South no doubt also pla-vs a role; Goldwa-
ter's and Reagan's Sun Belt conservatism is being rewritten in
Southern Gothic style. Race, sex, breeding, class-these are the
classic themes of Tidewater reacuon.

It is not surprising, then, that long-suppressed ideas about hered-
itary racial inequality are now reemerging. -I'heir entry! or rather
their return, is made easier by the crumbling of taboos that has
accompanied the popular backlash against the excesses of political
correctness. 'fhe nastiest elements on the right now answer any crit-
icism with the charge that they are victims of "PC" (to which the
obvious rejoinder is that some targets of the politically correct really
are racists).

Braae New Right

MICHAEL LIND

The controversy about The Bell Curue is not about The Bell Curue
only. It is about the sudden and astonishing legitimation, by the
leading intellectuals and journalists of the mainstream American
right, of a body of racialist pseudoscience created over the past sev-
eral decades by a small group of researchers, most of tiem subsi-
dized by the hereditarian Pioncer Fund.l Thz Bell Curue is a

layman's intoduction to this material, which had been repudiated
by the responsible right for a generation.

\Whatever the leaders of mainstream conservatism may claim
now, in the seventies and eighties they themselves, and not merely
the "politically corect" left, repudiated the kind of arguments that
Herrnstcin and Murray make. After the civil rights revolution, the
mainstream conservative movement, though continuing to engage
in covert appeals to racial resentments on the part of white Ameri-
cans, was more or less succcssfully purged of the vestiges of pseu-
doscientific racism (which, it should be recalled, had been just as

important as states'-rights arguments in the resistance to desegrega-
tion). By the Reagan years, the right, under ttre influence of neo-
conservatives in panicular, secmed to have permanendy rejected its
white-supremacist past. With the zeal of recent converts, main-
strcam conservatives claimcd to be defending the ideals of color-
blind sixties liberalism, of Manin Luther King, Jr., and Huben
Humphrey, against those who would betray those ideals by promul-
gating racial quotas and multicultural ideology. Talk of black and
Hispanic racial inferiority was relegated to the far-right fringe.

During the entire period that the right was free (temporarilg it
now appears) from pseudoscientific racism, tlere were always a few
scholars like Arthur J. Jensen and Villiam Shockley to be found
t72
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In addition to these general trends, the most important particular
factor behind the rehabilitation of pseudoscientific racism on the
right may be the recent evolution of the debate among conservatives
about race and poverty. For several years a right-wing backlash has

been growing against the integrationism and environmentalism not
only of liberals but also of certain prominent conservatives. A few
years ago, in a perceptive article for TJrc Ameican Spectamr, the
Canadian journalist David Frum identified nvo schools of thought
among conservatives about poverty in general, and black urban
poverty in particular. One school, whose major spokesman was Jack
Kemp, believed that poor black Americans would respond to the
proper economic incentives with entrepreneurial ardor. These con-
servatives stressed free-market reforms such as "enterprise zones"
and the subsidized sale of public housing to its tenants, reforms
that, it was claimed, might break underclass dependency on a pater-
nalistic state. The "culturalist" school, identified witi thinters like
William Benncn, was more impressed by signs of familial break-
down in the inner city and the perpetuation of a "culture of
poverq." The ghetto poor could not be expected to take advantage
of new economic opportunities unless their values changed ftrst.
\tr(rhen Frum wrote, a third school of pessimistic neo-hereditarians
was not engaged in the debate; Kemp and Bennett were both envi-
ronmentalists, finding the sources of black poverty elsewhere than
in the inherited biological traits of poor blacks.

For all their differences, the free-marketeers and culturalists
agreed that the problems of the black urban underclass could not be
addrcssed without government activism. In effect, Kemp and Ben-
nett had reasoned their way back to the conclusions of Daniel
Patrick Moynihan in 1965 about the need to address the breakdown
of the underclass black family by means of substantial social pro-
grams. The consen'ativcs who had thought the most about race and
poverty were arguing, in effect, for a conservative version of Lyn-
don Johnson's rWar on Poverty. Whether it took the form of massive
subsidies to public housing tenants or a national network of high-
quality orphanages for the chi.ldren of broken ghetto families (a pos-
sibi.lity mooted by political scientist James Q. Wilson), there would
have to be government-backed social engineering on a grand scale.
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It soon became clear that a conservative war on poverty would be
enormously expensive. In the Bush administration, Richard Dar-
man-vilified by the right as a big-spending country-club Republi-
can-actually led the struggle to defeat then Housing Secrerary Jack
Kemp's proposals for higher spending on the urban poor. As for a
national system of quality orphanages and boarding schools, that
would cost billions. A call for activist government paid for by higher
taxes to help the ghetto poor was not what most conservatives
wanted to hear from their experts on urban poverty. The reaction
against Kemp's "bleeding-heart, big-government" conservatism on
the right was setting in even rvhile he was still George Bush's secre-
tary of Housing and Urban Development. Conservatives who
revered the hero of the Kemp-Roth tax cuts began to mutter about
the new Kemp, the Kemp who was too eager to embrace big gov-
ernment-and too soft on blacks. The gradual isolation of Kemp
within the conservative movement has probably doomcd his presi-
dential hopes. The marginalization of Kemp has been most clearly
visible in National Reziew, which has criticized Kemp's views on
immigration as too softJ and cast him as the defender of the black
poor in a strange debate over whether there is a crime problem in
America or just a "black crime" problem.

The orphanage proposal has found a proponent in Speaker of
the House Newt Gingrich (who in late 1994 hosted a television pre-
sentadon of Boys' Town). The idea probably appeals more to Gin-
grich, who is fascinated with technological solutions to social
problems, than to the resenful voters who put his pafty into power
in Congress. Even Gingrich has not advocated tncreased public
funding for orphanages and boarding schools. If he did, Gingrich
would probably find himself marginalized within his own parry like
Kemp.

For all practical purposes, the debate among conservatives about
poverty was over before the Herrnstein-Murray controversv even
began. Before The Bell Cutue appeared, and in part thanks to ths
influence of Murray's earlier book ltsing Grourul. it had become
politically impossible for an-v conservative politician to argue fbr
maintaining current levels of spending on the poor, much lesr
increasing spending. The claim of sorne conservatives that they
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merely want to redistribute responsibfity between the federal gov-

ernment and dle states and private charities is an evasion. Conserv-
atives do not really want states to spend more, in order to
compensate for reduced federal spending; they want to slash public
spending on poor Americans at all lcvels. They do not, for example,

favor public job creation programs-even at the county level-for
poor people tlrown off welfare. Furthermore, the claim that private

charities will make up for spending cuts ignores the fact that mant
private chadties today receive many of their resources from govern-

ment. At any rate, if govemment spending on poor people is

demoralizing and encourages addiction and illegitimacy, surely pri-
vate spending would have the same terrible effects-unless, that is,

the parish soup line, that last resort of the destitute, were to be off
limits to the children of unwed mothers. ln reality most conservatives
favor absolute reductions in spending on the poor by public and pn-
vate agencies at all levels; they are simply not honest enough to say

so.-
The conservatives, then, agreed on the prescription-reduce or

abolish spending on the poor-before they agreed on the diagnosis.
The fornritous appearance of The Bell Carze provided conservatives
with a useful rationale for a policy of abolishing welfare that they
already favored. Had there been no Hermstein-Murray controversy,
the right rvould still have favored abolishing welfare, but on the famil-
iar grounds that it does not work or backltres by creating perverse

incentives. Herrnstein and Murray have provided the right rvith a

new-old argument against wclfare which, if it is true, is even more

compelling: the underclass (rvhite as well as black) is intellectually
deficient by nature. so that ambitious program\ to integrate its mem-
bers into the middle class are almost certainly a waste of money.

This is not the first time that elite Americans have sought to
explain the problems of lower-income groups in terms of the
allegedly innate biological characteristics of their members. As Dale
T. Knobel rvrites in his sfidy Poddy and the Republic: Ethnicity and
NatbnaLitg in Antebellum Amenca (Wesleyan, 1986):

During the years immediately before [the Civil Var], public offi-
cials intent upon uncovering the sources of urban poverty, crime,
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and disease, began to recant openly the environmental explana-
tions of social evils accepted for decades and to adopt an "ethno-
logic" approach. The Massachussets State Board of Charities
insisted that the chief cause of pauperism and public dependency
was nothing less than "inhe ted organic imperfection, vitiated
constitution, ot poor stoc\" and the New York Association for
Improving the Condition of the Poor concluded that "the excess
of poverty and crime, also, among the Irish, as compared with rhe
natives of other countries, is a curious fact, worthy of the srudy of
the political economist and the ethnologist. . . ." In 1820 the Irish
had only been one of several European immigrant groups
regarded suspiciously because of their tutelage undcr authoritar-
ian political and religious regimes. By 1860, Anglo-Americans
had not only separated the Irish out from other immigrants and
given them special status as an alien "race" but had also come to
fteat Irish character as the cause ratier than the consequence of
their OId Vorld condition.

Now as then, the logic of the hereditarian argument-poverty is
caused by genetic inferioiity-points toward eugenics programs to
discourage the allegedly inferior from reproducing and ro encourage
fecundity on the part of the allegedly superior. Though Herrnstein
and Murray refuse to endorse eugenic measures other than restric-
tion of immigration by persons "with low cognitive ability" and easy
access for the poor to contraceptives, others undoubtedly will use
their arguments to iusrify more inrusive eugenic engineering.
Already some conservatives have suggested that welfare mothers be
temporarily sterilized by Norplant as a condition of receiving relief;
the logical next step would be involuntary sterilization of "feeble-
minded" blacks, Hispanics, and poor whites, of the kind that was
common in the United States throughout most of this century.

It remains to be seen how far the eugenic enthusiasms of the
neo-hcreditarian right can be taken before they collide with conser-
vative religious convictions. In the early twentieth century, advo-
cates of eugenic sterilization (not only political conservatives, but
liberals and socialists) found their most committcd adversary in the
Catholic church. The employment of a distorted version of Darwin-
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ism in the defense of the economic and racial status quo is also
problematic in light of the resolute anti-Darwinism of Protestant
evangelicals. In the nineteenth century the most radical American
racists tended to be secular intellectuals; the biblical account of the
common origin and shared oppom:nity for salvation of mankind
prevented devout Protestant conservatives) no matter how bigoted,
from treating the different races as separate species or subspecies,

In what is surely onc of the great ironies of our time, at the end of
the t"lentieth centuryJ as at the end of the nineteenth, the excesses

encouraged by cugenic theory in the United Statcs may only be

checked within the American conservative movement by the dog-
mas of resursent fundamenralism

NOTES

1. See Lane and Rosen's chapter in this volume.
2. See Michael Lind, "Rev. Robertson's Grand International Con-

spiracy Theory," New York Rexiew of Boohs, February 2, 1995,

Michael Lind, "The Death of Intellectual Conservatism," Disert,
Winter 1995.

3. Conservatives in \iVashington and New York are panicularly
disingenuous when they claim that t}re state governments will
come up with cures for poverq' that have, somehow, escaped the
attention of national policy specialists. rJfho exactly are these

untapped policy intellectuals in Sacramento and Austin and
Albanl uho arc 'o much more brilliant than the siholars of the
American Enterprise Instirute or the Manhaftan Institute?



Back to the Future with
The Bell Curve:

Ji* Crow, Slaaery, and G

)ACQIELINE JONES

According to Richard Hermstein and Charles Murray, we live in an

age and a country untainted by history, an age that springs full

blown from g, or the "general intelligence" of the citizens who live

here, now. ln presenting their rigidly deterministic view that IQ is

the major force shaping social structure in the United States today,

the authors of The Bell Cunte exude a smug complacency about late

twentieth-century American society: they argue tiat, judging from

current housing and iob patterns, people are preny much where

they should be-members of the so-called "cognitive elite" are

ensconced in the wealthiest communities, while the poor (dubbed

the "dull" or "very dull") languish, and deservedly so, in run-down,

crime-ridden neighborhoods because they are unable to do any bet-

ter for themselves. Yet even as the authors revel in the purity of a g-

driven society, they hearken back to the supposedly glorious days of
yesteryear, when poor people not only remained in their place, but
also knew and understood that to be their place. As we read Tle
Bell Curue, then, the past unfolds behind us, and beckons, full of
promise for the future.

Among the more ludicrous claims of The Bell Cune ts t\e
authors' assertion that they are fearless scholars, venturing "into
forbidden territory" (p. 10), into an intellectual no-man's land

"between public discussion and private opinion" (p. 297).In facr'

of course, the book is sirnply the most recent in a long line of efforts
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to prove the congenital inferiority of poor people in general, and (in
this country) black people in panicular. In the seventeenth centurv.
settlers in the Brirjsh colonies iustified lhe enslavemenr of Africans
because (most) blacks were non-Christian, non-English, and norr_
white. In the eighteenth century) white elites proposed that this par_
ticular group of poor people be permanently stigmatized, and
forced to toil at the dirtiest jobs, so that white men could eniov tlerr
republican liberties. In the lare ninereenrh cenrury, sourhern politr-
cians and landowners charged that the former slaves were lazy,
immoral, and irresponsible; the federal goverrunenr gave its blessing
to efforts to keep black men and women disenfranchised, hard ar
work, and segregated from whites in schools and other public
places. In the early twentieth century, racists turned to scientific
theories to bolster their contention that whites were superior to non-
whites in culture and intelligence.

As a text revealing of our times, then, Thc Be C&ru€ pursues tra-
ditional ends via new means; it seeks to denigrare blacks and justify
their exclusion from the best jobs that the county has to offer. Well_
payrng, secure positions that include benefits like health care will
remarn the province of whites (and a few Asians), while the most
menial jobs will remain reserved for blacks and the ,,New Immi-
grants" from Latin American counties. Accordinq to Tfu Bell
Czrue, persistent racial and class segregation of neighborhoods and
workplaces will insure that the poor, with their bad morals and shift_
less ways, will not contaminate the well-to-do. As a political pro_
gram, these ideas have the added advantage of appealing to poor
whites, who might otherwise have to compete with the darker_
skinned "lower orders" for scarce resources. From the perspective of
an American historian, it is an old story, now told with a new set of
"evidence" in the form of lots of picture-perfect regression analyses.

Beginning with a core assumption-that intelligence can be
quantiiied, and that a single number encapsulates the potential of
any individual-the authors make a number of claims about the
social sEucture of the United States in the late twentieth centurv.
For example. they suggesr that. genera)ly speaking. an individual.s
job status reflects his or her IQ (p. 52); that the nation,s oublic
school system works well, and funnels bright children into the
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appropriate channels of higher education (p 104)' as revealed by

ttre fnct tft"t all of the people who deserve to go to college (and a

number ofblack pcople who don't) are going (pp' 91-92) The col-

lective stupidity (that is, low IQ) of a group is the cause of many

social problems suffered by its members-poverty (p 140-41) and

ill hcalih among them (it is possible that "less intelligent people are

more accident prone" [p 155]; hence presumably dre folly of pre-

ventive medical care). Among the implicit policy recommendatrons

contained rn 'l'he Belt Curue (rhe authors' disingenuous disclaimers

to the contrary notwithstanding) are the sterilization of all poor

womcn (because thc)' are the agents of dysgenesis--defined as

"demographic trends. . exerting dorvnward pressures on the distn-

bution of cognitive ability in the United States ' pressures [that]

are strong enough to have social consequences" [p 342]-and only

eugenesis will reversc this process); and disentianchisement of cet-

t"ii g.oupt in the population on the basis of IQ (because dumtr

people make bad citizens).
In terms of the ways we as a nation sort out the rights and

responsibilities of individuals and groups, the American historical

trajectory follows a regressive path, according to Herrnstein and

Murray. Although the authors do not dwell explicidy on the alleged

glories of days gone by, they do seem to envision a society that

bears a striking resemblance to earlier periods in the nation's his-

tory, periods characterized by the legal and economic subordination

of tlack people as a group indced, the history-minded reader can

discern that The Bell Curae begins by evoking the days ofJim Crow'

and then moves back to the time of slavery, building toward a dra-

matic climax in the last chapter' when the authors wax eloquent

about the virtues of the political ideology and social structure char-

acteristic of the late eighteenth century

As a blueprint for the good society, the period 1890 to l9l5 has

much to recommend it when viewed from the perspective of Zfte

Bell Cuwe. (Not coincidentally, it was during these years that intel-

ligence testing came into vogue! no doubt in response to large-scale

irimigration irom Eastem Europe; economic tansformations often

provoke new theories and systems of social control and racial inferi-

o;ty.) U"ring the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the
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executive branch, Congress, and the Supreme Coun sanctioned a
system of racial segregation in public places and institutions. Wbiie
the county was undergoing a process of urbanization and indusm-
alization, the vast majority of black people were domestic servans
and agricultural workers (that is, they rvorked at jobs befitting their
low mental abilities, in the parlance of The Bell Crrae). Judging
from Herrnstein and Murray's overall conclusions! we can speculate
that this must have been a Golden Age in American history, since
even mcntally deficient people found a productive place in a
dynamic, growing society; "in a simpler America, being compara-
tively low in the qualities measured by IQ did not necessarily affect
the ability to find a valued niche in society. Many such people
worked on farms" (p. 536).

Though obviously ignorant of the far reaching value of Ie test-
ing, the cognitive elite in the Jim Crow South (perhaps intuitively)
recognized the folly of funding schools for black children; therefore,
tax money for education was routinely diverted awalr from blacks
schools and given to white ones. Around the turn of the century,
the southern public-education system (such as it was) reflected a
racial division of labor that limited African Americans to work irr
the helds. For example, in 1900. fully 80 percent of Mississippi's
black population were confined to agricultural labor, and another
15 percent to domestic service. In 1899, the state's govemor, James
K. Vardaman. observed, "people talk about elevating the race by
education! It is not only folly, but it comes pretty nearly being [sic]
criminal folly.... It is money thrown away." Foreshadowing ?nfre

Bell Cute's lament that too many black folks today are getting edu-
cadonal credentials they don't deserve, creating all sorts of unrealis-
tlc expectations. Vardaman was of the opinion that ,.literary

education-the knowledge of books-does not seem to produce any
substantial results with the negro, but serves rather to sharpen his
cunning, breeds hopes that cannot be gratified, creates an inclina-
tion to avoid honest labor."

In the late nineteenth cenrury, the rural South abided by a racial
etiquette characterized b1, a superficial familiarity between members
of the two races. And in order to do well-to buy land or obtain
credit-individual blacks often had to look to a white Datron. usu-
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ally a man who could vouch for their honesty and testify to their
hat-in-hand industry. Similarly, the authors of The Bell Curue sug-
gest that a strict racial division of labor need not lead to hard feel-
ings betu'een individuals: "We cannot think of a kgitimau argument
why any e counter betzueen indiaiduql whites and blacks need be

affected by the knowledge that dn aggregate ethnic dffirence in measured

intelligence is genetic instead of enaironmental" (p. 313). In other
words, tlere is no reason why a white lawyer need not engage in
friendly banter with the custodian who cleans his ofhce late at night;
in the South, such easy familiarity was attributed to "good breed-
ing" among whites. The Bell Ctrrue similarly anests to the beneficial
social cffects of "good breeding."

The rural South, in a "simpler" America, was a time and place

where "the communiq* provided clear and understandable incen-
tives for doing what needed to be done" (p. 537), characteristics
attribured by Herrnstein and Murray ro a sociery superior to our
own. Jim Crow courts often deferred to Judge Lynch in dealing with
black men and women who rcsisted doing "what needed to be
done." The authors in fact suggest explicitly that they yearn for "a
society where the rulcs about crimes are simple and the conse-
quences are equally simple. Someone who commits a crime is prob-
ably caught-and almost cenainly punished. The punishment
almost cenainly hurts (it is meaningful). Punishment follows arresr
quickly, within a matter of days or weeks" (p. 543). Those were the
days, when lynch mobs stood ready to act as the efficient agents of
the cognitive elite. Thus Jim Crow Arnerica meets ?"fte Bell Curue's
criteria for a place where "the stuff of community life had to be car-
ried out by the neighborhood or it wouldn't get done," a time when

"society was full of accessible valued places for people of a broad
range of abilities" (p. 538). For all intents and purposes, federal
authority did not exist; "local control" reigned supreme, and a smau
number of white mcn wcre in confol of everything.

In fact, of course. the days of Jim Crow were a bit more compli-
cated than Herrnstein and Murray's simple-minded scenario would
suggest. Stepping back from their historical idyll, we might note
that the audrors see the past, like the present, as static, as they bliss-
fully ignore the complex interplay of political and economic factors
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that have always shaped social structure. In the postbellum South,
and in the early twentieth-century North, white tradesmen and
skilled workers gradually displaccd the few black anisans who plied
their trades. This process of course had nothing to do with intelli-
gence and everything to do with the politics of discriminationr whire
trades unions served as gatckeepers to their crafts, and rvhite crafts_
men appealed to "race lo-valty', in order to lure customers away
from their black competitors. For their part, employers had good
reason to discriminate in hiring regardless of the qualifications of
workers. For exarnple, black people were excluded from t}te posr_
tion of deparffnent store clerk because store owners feared that
white customers would not patronize their establishments if served
by a black man or woman.

In keeping with their wide-eyed, romantic yiew of t}re past. Her_
mstein and Murray often get their facrs wrong when rhey make ren-
tative forays into the thicket of historical specificity. They refer to
"the urbanizing process following slavery" (32g), ignoring the half
century when the vast maiority of former slaves ancl their children
lived in the rural South, and toileil as sharecroppers, before the
Great Migrarion beginning in 1916. The authors also assert thar
"the wealthy peoplc have always becn the most mobile,' (p. 104),
when in fact sharecroppers had extraordinarily high rates of resi_
dential mobility; every year or t\4'oj desperately poor families souAht
out a befter deal, a better contract. down t}te road-or rhcv were
evicted by landlords who hoped to find more compliant tenants.
The statement that "poverty among chiltlren has alwar. been much
higher in families headed by a ringle woman, wherier she rs
divorced or never married" (p. 137) has little relevance to the his_
tory of sharecroppers; though they were among tie poorest people
in the nation, they by and large lived in two-parent householJs, and
those rates of familial stability were the same for black as u,cll as
white families. And finally, the authors of The tse Carre write tiat
"as late as the 1940s, so many people were poor in economic terms
that to be poor did not necessarily mean to be distinzuishable from
the rest of the population in any other way" tp. 129). The fact that
the poor had less money than the rich ,.was almost the onlv reliable
difference between rhe two grouDs" rD. 129). No doubr sherec..,.,-
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pers of both races would have taken comfort from the idea that

their lives in the cotton helds, and outside the burgeontng consumer

economy, wcre really not all that different from those of middle-
class urban dwellers at the same time.

The llell Curae proceeds, or rather, recedes, from Jim Crow back

to the slave South. In order to refute the idea that a legacy of slav-

ery has affected the IQ of African Americans in a negative way, the

authors suggest that Africans as a group are "very dull"; they cite a

researcher who reports "median black African IQ to be 75,

approximately 1.7 standard deviations below the U.S. overall pop-

ulation average, about ten points lower than the current figure for
American blacks" (p. 289). -fhese data suggest to Herrnstein and

Murray that (as thei' delicately put it) "the special circumstances of
American blacks" (p. 289) have not depressed the group's IQ
scores at all. Indeed, we might assume that the authors mean to
suggest just the opposite-that slavery was a school of sorts, an

institution that helped mcntally deficient Africans adapt to a supe-

rior way of living.
Many large slave-owning planters, as well as their early twenti-

eth-century scholarly apologists, would have agreed with this assess-

ment. In 1856 the planter-politician William J. Grayson of South

Carolina waxed poetic about the bcnefits of slavery as an educa-

tional institution, and about the pedagogical skills of slave owners:

"Taught by the master's cfforts, by his carei Fed, clothed, protected

many a patient year,. . . /'fhe ncgroes schooled by slavery embrace/

The highest portion of the Negro race." Samuel Carnvright, a New
Orleans physician, agreed that the slave plantation was "gradually
and silently converting the African barbarian into a moral, rational,

and civilized being."
On the plantation, blacks and whites coexisted in a relatively

peaceful rvay (though the peace was enforced with violence or the

threat of it). Since black people often made (and make) bad par-

ents-as ?"fte Bell Curve puts it-a planter no doubt felt justified rn

exercising paternalistic control over his workers, sending mothers

and fathers to the lteld each day while an elderly slave woman

minded their children; or perhaps he felt that it was in his best inter-
est, and the interest of "society in general" if the children were sep-
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arated from dleir parents and sold to another owner. Because tle
slave family had no legal standing, by dehnition all slave children
were illegitimate; hence their parents hardly deserved to have much
control over them in any case. Herrnstein and Murray argue that
people with low IQs lack the personal qualities necessary for citizcn-
ship because they are not "civilized." They also suggest that toda),
dumb people commit more crimes than their smart counterpans,
we might conclude, then, that the system of slavery was mcant to
control "uncivilized" people, since "civilized' people do not need to
be tighdy constrained by larvs or closely monitored by organs of the
state" (p. 254). As a social institution mediating between the rigors
of a complex society and the low-IQ people who lived in it (nine-
teenth-century America inhabited by the descendants of low-IQ
Africans), slavery was superior to any school. In any case, the slave
plantation operated on the principle that all low-IQ persons (i.e.,
blacks) could work productively and should be taken care of
accordingly-a virtue in any society (p. 547). If we extrapolate
from Herrnstein and Murray's analysis-and understand the planter
as a paternalistic sman white man overseeing lots of hardworking
black males and fecund "wenches," and controlling the "Nats" pre-
disposed to violent crime or rebellion-then the slave plantation
takes on a more benevolent, or at least socially useful, cast.

Antebellum slavery rested on several ideological foundations-
the notions that blacks were inherently (intellectually and otherwise)
inferior to whites, that some groups must do the dirty rvork while
others govem, and that inequality of ability-and legal rights-was
fundamental to an orderly, stable society. James Henry Hammond,
a South Carolina slave owner, aniculated the antebcllum version of
The Bell Cw.ue. Hammond argued that all societies "have a natural
variety of classes. The most marked of these must, in a country like
ours, be the rich and the poor, the educated and ttle ignorant."
Hammond, like Herrnstein and Murray, conflated poor people with
those of limited intellectual abilities. And like his late-twentieth cen-
tury ideological successors, Hammond was convinced that the cog-
nitive underclass had no part to play in government at any level; the
beauty of slavery u'as rhat it rendered the issues of rights and repre-
sentation among the poor and ignorant a moor question, since this

a7
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benighted class was rightly "excluded frorn all participation in the

management of public affairs."
Again, what is striking about Zre Bell Curse is the way it offers

,o-. u.ry old ideas in the guise of fresh statistics-based revela-

tions. In their claims of scholarly disinterestcdness the authors

seem to have taken a page out of one of the weighty tomes wrrtten

by Josiah Nott, an Alabama physician who was also a slavery apol-

ogist. In his book lypes of Manhind' published in 1854' and other

works, Nott argued that blacks were inherendy inferior to whites

and that statesmen, rather than wasting their time on issues related

to "the perfectibility of races," might better "deal' in political argu-

ment, ;th the simple facts as tiey stand." Those "facts" included

the idea that no "full-blooded Negro . . has ever written a page

worthy of being remembered." Nott claimed that he was first and

foremost a scientist, and that it was up to others to translate hrs

conclusions into social pracdce: of the inequality of the races, he

noted, "It may be proper to state. . . that the subiect shall be

treated purely as one of science, and that [researchers like himselfl

will follow facts wherever they may lead, without regard to imagl-

nary consequences."
Not content to tarry in antebellum Dixie, the authors of The Bell

Czrue continue their march back into time with a final chapter, enti-

tled "A Place for Everyone." Here the wisdom of the Founding

Fathers is revealed; these slaveholding men inspire hope for the

future not because they invented a rhetoric that has informed some

of world's great struggles for human rights, but rather, for the

opposite reaion: because they "wrote frankly about the inequality of

men" 1p. 530). Jefferson, for example, according to the authors of

The Beil Curue, "was thanKul for a 'natural aristocracy' drat could

counterbalance the dehciencies of others, an 'aristocracy of virn-re

and talent, which Nature has wisely provided for the direction of

the interests of society"' (p. 530) The new nation was founded by

the cognitive elite, and it is to the social ideal that they represented

that thi nation must return; "in reminding you of these views of the

men who founded America, we are not appealing to their historical

eminence' but to their wisdom \7e think they u'ere right" (p 532)'

The sreat lesson to be learned from the era of the Revolution was
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that "the ideologl' of equality has done some good. . . . But most of
its effects are bad" (p. 533).

Hermstein and Murray neglect to mention that Jefferson himself
was one of the first white Americans to test the waters of scientific
racism; in this respect his ideas served as a bridge of sorts between
the seventeenth-century emphasis on blacks as dangerous people, to
the antebellum view that blacks were dumb and immoral. During
much of the colonial period, blacks were described as wily, cunning,
thievish, and recalcitrant-that is, they were described by privileged
whites in the same terms used to describe a variety of other groups
of subordinate workers, including Irish servants, imported English
convicts. and Indian day workers. As a group, then, Africans and
their descendants in this country were not so different from other
groups of bound laborers; all of these groups resisted the demands
imposed upon them by their masrers, and all of them. either singly
or collectively, posed threats to civil order. Thomas Jefferson, as

one of the leading political rheorists of his day, was able to mediare
between old doctrines that justified dre social control of potentially
rowdy workers, and new theories of equality; he did this by arguing
that black people were fundamentally different from white people.

Like Hermstein and Murray, Jefferson was intrigued by "the real
differences that nature has made" among different groups of peo-
ple. Writing in Notes on the Stdte of Vtrginia, fint published in 1787,
Jefferson suggested that blacks' "existence appears to participate
more of sensation than reflection." He fclt justified in offering this
generalization, even allowing for this group's "difference of condi-
tion, of education, of conversation, of tbe sphere in which they
rnove" (that is, the "special circumstances" of American blacks,
noted by Herrnstein and Murray above). Unlike those Southerners
who, half a century later, would expand upon his views and offer a
full-blown defense of slavery, Jefferson simply recorded his observa-
tions: "Comparing them by their faculties of memory, reason, and
imagination, it appears to me, that in memory they are equal to thc
whites, in reason much inferior, as I think one could scarcely be
found capable of tracking and comprehending the investigations of
Euclid, and that in imagination they are dull, tasteless, and anom-
alous." Assuming that comprehension of "the investigations of

89
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Euclid" amounted to the eighteenth-century equivalent of an IQ
test, it is clear that Jefferson shared with Hermstein and Murray a

contempt for the intellectual abilities of black people, and for their
potential as members of the body politic.

T-he Bell Curtte authors thus seem relatively restrained in the

praise they heap upon their soulmate, the sage of Monticello Jeffet-
son's rhetoric about equalit-v would later become appropriated by a

number of different groups-by slaves and their abolitionist allies,

and by women's dghts advocates. Yet within the late-eighteenth

century social and political context, Jefferson was very much a man

of his time, and his place, the slaveholding state of Virginia lf ?te
Bell Cunte is right, he was also, apparently, a man for our own

time-postindustrial America.
Herrnstein and Murray suggest that "concepts such as virtue,

excellence, bcauty and truth should be reintroduced into moral dis-

course" (p. 534). Along with a literal of rendition the Founding
Father's political theory, they might as well endorse the social

structure that went with it. This, in essenceJ they do. Just as Madi-
son, Jefferson, and Washington saw slavery as the best way to con-

tain a potentially violent group of poor people-contain them and

at the same time confine them to the lowliest kinds of work-so do

The Bell Curue authors seek to contain t}le modern "underclass."

Americans are "already afraid of the underclass," and, in the com-
ing years they are "going to have a lot more to be afraid of' (p.

s 18).
The Bell Curue calls for a devolution of America into a more sim-

ple time and place, one where the federal governrnent has receded

so that a "wide range oJ social functians... [can] be restorcd to the

neighborhood when possible end othetwise to the municipali4l" (p.

540). The anti-Federalists rvould feel vindicated; but time was not
on their side. I-ate eighteenth-century Republicanism was predi-

cated on a nation of sturdy, independent yeomen farmers, men def-
erential to their social betters. By the mid-nineteenth century the

ideal of widespread landownership had already slipped out of the

reach of many Americans; society was highly stratified, with large

numbe rs of wage hands replacing small family farmers. Likewise, it
is difficult to see how today's high-tech economy and global assem-
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bly line might be compressed to ht into the villages and plantations
of late-eighteenth century rural America.

It is worth noting that, throughout the authors'stroll down thc
backroads and b1'rvays of America's past, women remain conspicu-
ous for their absence, except as they make brief, unwanted appear-
ances as the media of murder and mayhem-that is, as reproducers
of the Cognitive Mudsill. Here Herrnstein and Murray boldly
depan from the Founding Fathers' appreciation of the fact that
slave women of child-bearing age were just as valuable as thc
strongest male field hands. Postindustrial America has no need for
more dumb babies, and the authors make it clear that the federal
government should stop subsidizing this kind of sociopathological
activity. Gone are the days when a bumper tobacco or cotton crop
could siphon off the potentially destrucdve energies of low-Ie peo-
ple of all ages.

Still, in a book devoted to heritable differences between groups,
it is strange to find so little discussion of gender. For example, we
might expect the autiors to take note of the fact that men seem to
do better on mati tests than women. and run with it-straieht to
some straight-faced pronouncements about the inability of women
to live in an increasingly complex world. However, the sexual din-
sion of labor presents Zie Bell Cunte authors with some problems
that they prefer not to deal with. During the three historical perioqs
discussed above, wornen remained disenfranchised and relegated to
the margins of the body politic by discriminatory propeny laws and
other forms of state-sanctioned bias. They performed gender-spe_
cific work inside and outside the home. much of it unwaged in any
case. If, as the authors suggest, "the job market has been rewarding
not iust formal education but also intelligence', (p. 96), how do we
account lbr the fact that the vast majoriry of women today inhabit
the "pink collar ghetto" of the labor force? If men and women are
equal in IQ (see the nine lines devoted to this topic on page 275),
and if women arc reaching parity with men in terms of college edu-
cation, it is clear that mediating factors must be keeping u,omen
from achieving their due in terms of jobs. My hunch is that, for
Hermstein and Munay to acknowledge that a whole host of politi-
cal and economic imperatives, as well as individual choices. keep
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women out of the iobs for which their IQs might qualify them, the
two authors might have to depart from their monocausal theory of
social structure.

The Bell Curue furthers the currendy fashionable agenda of
demonizing poor women of both races. Indeed, the authors provide
much fodder for the notion that unwcd mothers are the root cause

of everything that plagues this nation. These women, charge the

authors, indulge tiemselves by living off the goodwill of long-suf-
fering taxpayers. They produce low-birth weight babies with low
IQs, babies who will themselves grow up to become chronic welfare
recipients and abusive parents-and if they are boys, violent crimi-
nals, and if they are girls, irresponsible citizens and the mothers of
even more living social time bombs.

The Bell Curue focuses its ire on poor women; dre authors sug-
gest for example that "going on welfare really is a dumb idea, and
that is why women who are low in cognitive ability end up there"
(p. 201). Yet for all of their discussions of jobs and oppom.rnity and
civic responsibility, the authors shy away from confronting the
political implications of the nation's largest group of dependent
(shall we call them selfish and parasitical?) people-the middle-class
wives and rnothers who stay home full time with their chitdren
ri(hy are poor women who want to attend to thet children a threat
to the Republic, while middle-class women who do the same thing
are heralded as guardians of the nation's "family values"? \Xlhy is it
so imponant that wcltare mothers betake themselves to the nearest
employment ofhce, while middle-class women who choose to work
are decried as the embodiment of all neuroses? For all of their self-
proclaimed intellectual derring-do, Herrnstein and Murray avoid
these issues; instead, they favor glib generalizations that will no
doubt prove fodder for any number of right-wing demagogues.

Hermstein and Murray must deny history, and replace it with
mythology, in order to justifu a social structure that will keep black
people disproponionately relegated to the jobs of nursing aides,

orderlies and attendants, cleaners and servants, maids and horse-
men. In The Bell Curue they suggest that the great threat to Ameri-
can society today is not radical socioeconomic inequality per se, but
rather all of the loud and rude complaints that emanate from those
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who are resentful of this inequality. Though they coyly refrain from
endorsing a "custodial state" ("we have in mind a high-tech and
more lavish version of the Indian reservation for a substantial
minority of the nation's population" [p. 526]), the authors put their
implicit stamp of approval on policies thar at least point in that
direction. For exarnple, they propose that the city of Washington,
D.C., reject affrrmative action and return "to a policy of hiring the
best-qualified candidates" for its police departnent, a policy that
will inevitably mean tlat "a smaller proponion of those new police
would be black." Then, they add, "the quality of the Vashington
police force is likely to improve, which will be of tangible benefit to
the hundreds of thousands of blacks who live in that city,, (p. 507).
Here is the distilled essence of The Bell Curoe.. a call for a city com-
posed largely of black workers to be controlled by white police offi-
cers. The notion that white cops will perform their jobs well by
virtue of their relatively high IQs is absurd on the face of it; but
more significantly, this vision of the well-ordered ciry exists outside
the realm of history, and tlus outside t}te realm of reason. As an
anifact of the late rwentieth century, then, The Bell Cunte amounts
to hate literature with footnotes.



The Sources of
The Bell Curve

JEFFREY ROSEN AND CHARLES LANE

By scrutinizing the footnotes and bibliography in The Bell Curve'

readers can more easily recognize the project for what it is: a chilly

synthesis of the work of disreputable race tieorists and eccentric

eugenicists. "Here was a case of stumbling onto a subject that had

all the allure of the forbidden," Charles Murray told the Nez! YorA

?"izzes. "Some of the things we read to do this work, we literally hide

when we're on planes and trains. We're furtively peering at thib

stuff."
It would be unfair, of course' to ascribe to Murray and Herrn-

stein all the noxious views of their sources. Mere association with

dubious thinkers does not discredit the book by ilself. and The Bell

Carze, ultimately, must stand or fall on the rigor of its own argu-

ments. But even a superltcial examination of the primary sources

suggests that somc of Murray and Herrnstein's substantive argu-

ments rely on questionable data and hody contested scholarship'
produced by academics whose ideological biases are pronounced'

To this extent, important ponions of the book must be treated with

skepticism.
Much of The Bell Curae's data purponing to establish an inher-

ited difference in intelligence among blacks, whites, and Asians is

drawn from the work of Richard Lynn of the University of Ulster'
In the acknowledgments to llre Bell Cwve' Murray and Herrnstein

say they "benefited especially from the advice" of Lynn, whom they

refer to elliptically as "a scholar of racial and ethnic differences "
Lynn is an associate editor of, and, since 1971, a frequent contribu-
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tor to, Manhind Qudrterly, a joumal of racialist anthropology,
founded by rhe Scoftish white supremacist Roben Gayre. Manhind
Qtarnrly has a long history of publishing pseudosci.nrific accounrs
of black inferiority. Lynn and others have used its pages to ventilate
their view that society should foster the reproduction of rhe sened_
cally superior. and discouragc rhar o[ $e genetically inferior.

Murray and Hermstein rely most heavily on an article tlat Lvnn
published in Mankind Quarterly in 1991, ..Race Differences rn
Intelligence: A Global Perspective.', In the anicle, Lynn reviews
what he calls the "world literanrre on racial differences in intelli-
gence." He notes thar ,.the first good study of the intellieence of
pure African Negroids was carried our in Sourh Africa.' in 1929,
withour menrioning that this snrdy was based on an administration
of t}re now-discredited U.S. Army Beta Test. He also claims tlnt
the median IQ of black Africans is 7O-based solely on a single test
of blacks in South Africa in 1989. Murray and Herrnstein lnvoke
this dubious figure, but they manage to confuse it: they say that the
median blzck African IQ is 75.

Lynn concludes that ,,Mongoloids have the fastest reacdon
times," and the highest IQs, ,,followed by Caucasoids and then by
Negroids." Indeed, Lynn, who specializes in ,,Oriental Intelli_
gence," has also advanced the extraordinary claim that t}te average
japanese IQ score is ren points higher than that of the averaic
European. This assenion, made in the pages of Nalare in 19g2, was
refuted in a follow-up srudy conducted by Harold rW. Stevenson of
the University of Michigan. After examining what he calls ..1,500 of
the most important tcchnological and scientific discoveries which
have ever been made." Lynn reaches the following conclusion:
"Who can doubt rhat the Caucasojd and the Mongoloid are rhe
only two races that have made any significanr contriburion ro civr_
lization?"

Lynn has an exodc explanation for the racial differences he has
purported to discover. As Murray and Herrnstein observe in a fool_
note, "Lynn explains the evolution of racial differences in intelli-
gence in terms of the ancestal migrations of groups of early
hominids from the relatively benign environments of Africa to thc
harsher and more demanding Eurasian latitudes, where they
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branched into t}re Caucasoids and Mongoloids." Similar theories,
Murray and Herrnstein note without irony, "were not uncommon
among anthropologists and biologists of a generation or two ago."

Murray and Hermstein also intoduce readers to the work of J.

Phillipc Rushton, a Canadian psychologist. Rushton has argued that
Asians are more intelligent than Caucasians, have larger brains for
their body size, smaller penises, lower sex drive, are less fenile,
work harder, and are more readily socialized; and Caucasians have

the same relationship to blacks. In his most recent book, Race, Eao-
lution and Behavior, Rushton acknowledges the assistance of Henn-
stein; and Murray and Herrnstein return the compliment, devoting
two pages of their own book to a defense of Rushton. Among the
views that Hermstein and Murray suggest Rushton has supported
with "increasingly detailed and convincing empirical reports" is the
theory that, in their words, "the average Mongoloid is toward one
end of the continuum of reproductive strategids-the few offspring,
high survival, and high parental investment end-the average

Negroid is shifted toward the other end, and the average Caucasoid
is in the middle."

In a gratuitous two-page appendix, Murray and Herrnstein go

out of their way to say that "Rushton's work is not that of a crack-
pot or a bigot." But in an interview with Rolling Stone, Rushton col-
loquially summarized his research agenda: "Even if you take things
like athletic ability or sexuality-not to reinforce stereotypes-but
it's a trade-off: more brain or more penis. You can't have every-
thing." And in a 1986 article in Politics and Life Sciences, Rushton
suggested that Nazi Germany's military prowess was connected to
the purity of its gene pool, and wamed that egalitarian ideas endan-
gered "North European civilization. "

This, then, is the evolution of Murray and Hermstein's data.
The tadition which they benignly label "classicist" stretches back
to the Victorian era, when Sir William Galton, the cousin of Dar-
win, argued that Africans were less intelligent and had slower "reac-
tion times" than Englishmen; it cxtends through Charles Spearman,
who argued that socially desirable traits, such as honesty and intelli-
gence, could be measured together; and it was updated in 1969 by
Arthur Jensen who relied on Galton's hundred-year-old estimates
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for his conclusion that blacks were less intelligent than whites.
In addition to appropriating the data of Spearman, Jensen, Lynn

and Rushton, Murray and Herrnstein faithfully duplicate the analyt-
ical strucrure of their arguments. It is no coincidence, therefore, that
Rushton's book includes the same strains of conservative multicul-
turalism that Murray embraced in his essay in The New Repubkc.
Anticipating Murray's celebration of "clannish self-esteem," Rush-
ton devotes an endre chapter of his book to a genetic explanation
for ethnocentrism: "According to genetic similarity theory, people
can be expected to favor their own group over others." And he
speculates that "favoritism for one's own ethnic group may have
arisen as an extension of enhancing family and social cohesiveness."

The Bell Curue, in shon, is not an original or courageous book. It
the work of a controversialist and popularizer of ideas from the
fringes of the academy that have been repeatedly aired and repeat-
edly ignored. And despite the publicity that accompanied the publi-
cation of 'l'he Bell Czrae, Murray's celebration of "clannish
self-esteem" could hardly be more ineptly timed. The notion of
American blacks and whites as increasingly culturally and geneti-
cally distinct "clans" seems especially implausible in an age when
the healthy growth of etlnic intcrmarriage promises to undermine
t}te concept of coherent racial classification entirely. It is not sur-
prising to discover, after scratching the surface of Charles Murray's
footnotes, the shabbiness of the scholarly tradition on which he has
staked his reDutation.
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STEPHEN IAY GOULD

The Bell Curae, by Richard J. Hermstein and Charles Murrav (Free
Press; $30), subitJed Intelligence and Class Srruaure in Aaeican
L/e, provides a superb and unusual opportunity to gain insight into
the meaning of experiment as a method in science. The primary
desideratum in all experiments is reduction of confusing variables:
we bring all the buzzing and blooming confusion of t}e external
world into our laboratories and, holding all else constant in our arti_
ficial simplicity, rry to vary just one potential facror at a dme. Bur
many subiects defy the use of such an experimental method-par-
ticularly most social phenome na-because importation into the lab_
oratory destoys the subject of the investigation, and then we must
yearn for simplifying guides in nanrre. If tie extemal world occa_
sionally obliges by holding some crucial factors constant for us. we
can onJy offer thanks Lrr *ris natural boost to unJersrandine.

So, when a book garners as much aftendon as lhe Bell Curve, we
wish to know the causes. One might suspect the content itself_a
startlingly new idea, or an old suspicion newlv verified by persua-
sive data-but the reason might also be social acceptabilitv. or even
iust plain hype. The Bell Curue, u irh irs claims and supposed docu-
mentation that race and class differences are largely caused by
genetic factors and are tlerefore essentiall-v immutable, contains no
new arguments and presents no compelling data to support its
anachronistic social Darwinism, so I can only conclude that its suc_
cess in winning attention must reflect the depressing temper of our
time-a historical moment of unprecedented ungenerosity, when a
mood for slashing social programs can be powerfully abetted by an
argument that beneficiaries cannot be helped, owing to inborn cog_
nitive limits expressed as low IQ scores.

l1
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The Belt Cunte rests on two distinctly different but sequential

arcuments, which togcthcr encompas: the classie corpus ol blo-

ioJical dererminism as a social philosophy Thc first,lrcum:-lt

re-ha\he, the lcncls of s('cial Darwinism as it was ortgtnally consrt-

tuted. "social Darwinism" has often bcen used as a general term

for any evolutionary argument about the biological basis. of

humarr differences, but the initial nineteenth-century meanrng

r.e}e...4 ,. a specific theory of class stratification within industrial

societies, and particularly to the idea that there was a perma-

,r.r,,ty po* l.,nder"las, consisting of genetically- inferior people

;;" it; precipitated down into their inevitable fate The theory

;.;;.;..; " 
p"radot of egalitarianism: as long as people remain

or.r iop of tn. ,o"ial heap b-v accidenl of a noble name or parental

wcalth, and as long as members of despised castes cannot rlse no

-"ii.t'*ft" their t"alents, social stratification will nor reflect intel-

i".t,r"t -..it, and brilliance will be distributed across all classesl

t"i *ft." true equality of opportunity is attained smart people

rise and the lower classes become rigid, retaining only the intel-

lectually incompetent.
This argument has attracted a variety of twentieth-century

.t 
"-piorrriitt"t,raing 

the Stanford psychologist I-ewis M .Terman'
*tro i-po.,"a Alfred Binet's original test from Fiance' developed

the Stanford-Binet IQ test, and gave a bereditarian interpretatron

to thc results (one that Binet had vigorously rejected in dereLoplng

this style of test)i Prime Minister l-ee Kuan Yew of Singapore'

*i. ,.i"a to i.,siitut. a eugenics program of rewarding well-edu-

cated women for higher birth rates; and Richard Herrnstein' a co-

author of The Bell Curue and also the author of a 1971 Atlanric

ionthly art\cle that presentcd the same argument without the doc-

ument;tion. The general claim is neither uninteresting nor illogical'

ir.ri ia ao.t require the validitl' of four shaky premises' all asserred

iu"i fru.afv discussed or defcnded) by Herrnstein and Murray

iitettig.r,c., in their formulation, must be depictable as a single

nu-u!r, ."pntt. of ranking people in linear order' genetically
-U"..0, 

""0 
effectively immutable lf any of these premises are false'

their entire argument collapses For example' if all arc true except

irnrnutability' then programs for early intervention in education
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might work to boost IQ permanently, just as a pair of eyeglasses
may correct a genetic defect in vision. The central argument of Z/re
Bell Cunte fails becausc most of rhe premires are false.

Herrnstein and Murray's second claim, the lightning rod for
most commentary, extends the argument for innate cognitive strat_
ification to a claim that racial differences in Ie are mostly derer_
mined by genelic causes-small differencc for Asian superioriry
over Caucasian, but large for Caucasians over people of African
descent. This argument is as old as the study of race, and is mosr
surely fallacious. The last generadon's discussion centered on
Arthur Jensen's 1980 book Bias in Mental Testing (tbr more elabo_
rate and varied than anything presented in The Bell Cunte, and
therefore sdll a better source for grasping the argument and its
problems), and on rhe cranky advocacy of William Shocklev. a
Nobel Prize-winning physicist. fhe central faUacy in using-the
substantial heritability of within-group Ie (among whites, for
example) as an explanation of average differences between groups
(whites versus blacks, for example) is now well known and
acknowledged by all, including Herrnstein and Murrav, but
deserves a restatement by example. Take a tait thar is far more
heritable than anyone has ever claimed Ie to be but is politically
uncontroversial-body height. Suppose that I measured the heishts
of adult males in a poor Indian villagr. heset wirh nurridonat deori_
vation, and suppose ttre average heighr of adult males is five ieet
six inches. Heritability within the village is high, which is to say
that tall fathers (they may average five feet eight inches) tend to
have tall sons, while short fathers (five feet four inches on average)
tend to have shorr sons. But this high heritabilitl, within the village
does not mean that better nutdtion mighr not raise average height
to five feet ten inches in a few generarions. Similarly, the well-doc_
umented fifteen-point average difference in Ie between blacks and
whites in America, with substantial heritability of Ie in family lines
within each group, permits no automatic conclusion that truly
equal opportuniry might not raise the black average enough to
equal or surpass the white mean.

Disturbing as I find the anachronism of The Bell Cunte, I arn
even more distressed by its pervasive disingenuousness. The
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suthon omit facts, misuse statistical methods, and seem unwilling

to admit the consequences of their own words

The ocean of publicity that has engulfed The Bell Curce has a basis

in what Murray and Herrnstein, in an article rn The New Republtc

last month [Oct. 31, 1994], call "the flashpoint of intelligence as a

public topic: thc question of genctic differences between the races "
And yet, since the day of the book's publication, Murray (Herrn-

stein died a month before the book appeared) has been temporrz-

ing, and denf ing that race is an important subject in the book at all;

he blames the press for unfairly fanning these panicular flames. In
The Nezo RepubLic he and Hennstein wrote, "Here is what we hope

will be our conribution to the discussion. Ve put it in italics; if we

could, we would put it in neon lights: The answer doesn't much mat'

tcr."
Fair enough, in the narrow sense that any individual may be a

rarely brilliant member of an averagely dumb group (and therefore

not subject to judgment by the group mean), but Mu[ay cannot

deny that The Bell Cn'oe treats race as one of two major topics, with

each given about equal space; nor can he pretend that suongly

stated claims about group differences have no political impact in a

society obsessed with the meanings and consequences of ethnicity'
The very first sentence of The Bell Curue's preface acknowledges

that the book treats the two subiects equally: "This book is about

differences in intellectual capacitv among people and groups and

what those differences mean for Amcrica's future." And Murray
and Herrnstein's New Republic anicle begins by identifuing racial

differences as the key subiect of interest: "The private dialogue

about race in America is far different from the public one "
Furthermore, Herrnstein and Murray know and acknowledge the

critique of extending the substantial heritability of within-group IQ
to explain differences between groups, so they must construct an

admittedly circumstantial case for attributing most of the black-

white mean difference to irrevocable genetics-while properly

stressing that the average difference doesn't help in iudging any

panicular person, because so many individual blacks score above

the white mean in IQ. Quite apan from the rhetoric dubiety of this
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old ploy in a shopworn genre-"Some of my best friends are Group
X"-Herrnstein and Murray violate fairness by converting a com-
plex case that can yield only agnosticism into a biased brief for oer_
manent and herirable difference. They impose rhis spin by rurning
every straw on their side into an oak, while mentionine but down-

. playing the strong circumstantial case for subsrantial malleabilrty
and little average genetic difference. This case includes such evi_
dence as impressive IQ scores for poor black children adopted into
affluent and intellectual homes; average Ie increases in some
nations since the Second \X/orld \i7ar equal to the entire hfteen_
point difference now separating blacks and whites in America; and
failure to find any cognitive differences between rwo cohorts of chil-
dren born out of wedlock to German women, reared in Germanv as
Germans, bur fathered by black and white American soldiers.

The Bell Cn ae is even more disingenuous in its argument tlan in rts
obfuscation about race. The book is a rhetorical masterpiece of sci-
ennsm, and it benefits from the panicular kind of fear that numbers
impose on nonprofessional commentators. It runs to g45 pages,
including more than a hundred pages of appendixes filled with frg_
ures. So their text looks complicated, and reviewers shy away with a
knee-jerk claim that, while they suspect fallacies of argument, they
really cannot judge. In the same issue of lie New Republic as Mur-
ray and Herrnstein's article, Mickey Kaus writes, ,,As a lav reader
of 'The Bell Curve,' I am unable to judge fairly,.' 

"rrd 
L.on

\?ieseltier adds, "Murray, too, is hiding the hardness of his politics
behind the hardness of his science. And his science, for all i know,
is soft.... Or so I imagine. I arn not a scientist. I knorv nothing
about psychometrics." And Peter Passell, in the 'I'imes:.,But this
reviewer is not a biologist, and will leave the argument to experts.',

The book is in fact extraordinarily one-dimensional. It makes no
attempt to survey t}le range of available data, and pays astonishingly
Iitde attention to the rich and informative hisrory of its contentious
subject. (One can only recall Santayana,s dictum, now a cliche of
intellectual life; "Those who cannot remember the past are con-
demned to repeat it.") Vifually all the analysis resrs on a single
technique applied to a single set of data-probably done in one
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computer run. (I do agree that t}te authors have used more appro-

priate technique and the best source of information Still, claims as

troad as those advanced ro The Bell Caroe simply cannot be prop-

erly defended-that is, eithcr supported or denied-by su-ch 
.a

restricted approach.) The blatant errors and inadequacies of Ifte
Bell Cme could be picked up by lay reviewers if only they would

not let themselves be frightened by numbers-for Herrnstein and

Murray do write clearly, and their mistakes are both patent and

acces:ible.
\flhile disclaiming his own ability to judge, Mickey Kaus, in I/lz

New Republic, does correctly identify the authors' first two claims

that are absolutely essential "to make the pessimistic 'ethnic differ-

ence' argument work": "1) that there is a singte, general measure of

menul abfity; 2) that the IQ tests that purport to measure this abil-

ity. . . aren't culturallY biased."
Nothing rn The Bell Curue angered me more than the authors'

failure to supply any justification for their central claim, the stne

qua non of their entire argument: tiat the number known as g, dre

celebrated "general factor" of intelligence, lust identified by the

British ps1'chologist Charles Spearman, in 1904, captures a real

property in the head. Murray and Hermstein simply declare that

the issue has been decided, as in this passage from rhei New Repub-

lic aricle: "Among the experts, it is by now beyond much technical

dispute that there is such a thing as a general factor of cognitive

abiiity on which human beings differ and that this general factor is

measured reasonably welt by a variety of standardized tests' best of

all by IQ tests designed for that purpose." Such a statement repre-

sents extraordinary obfuscation, achievable only if one takes

"expert" to mean "that group of psychometricians working in the

nadition of g and its avatar IQ" The authors even admit that there

are three malor schools of psychomeuic interpretation and that only

one supports their view of g and IQ.
But this issue cannot be decided, or even understood, without

discussing the key and only rationale that has maintained g since

Spearman invented it: factor analysis. The fact that Herrnstein and

Murray barely mention the factor-analytic argument forms a central

indictment of The Bell Curue and is an illustration of its vacuous-
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ness. How can t}te authors base an gOO_page book on a claim ior
the. reality of IQ as measuring 

" 
g..ruirre, 

".rd 
t".gety g..r.tif gerr_

eral cognitive ability-and then hardly aircurr, eitf,e.-p.o o, io.r,
the theoretical basis for their cenainty?

. Admittedly, factor analysis is a difficult mathematical subject, butit can be explained to lay readers with a geometrical formulation
developed by L. L. Thurstone, an American psychologist, in the
1930s and used by me in a full chapter o., f".to. 

"r,aiysis 
i., my

1981-book The Mismeasure of Man. A few paragraphs cannot suf_
fice for adequate explanadon, so, although I olfe; some sketchy
hints below, readers should not quesdon their own Ies if the topic
still seems arcane.

In brief, a person's performance on various mental tests tends ro
be positively correlated-that is, if you do well on one kind of tesr,
you tend to do well on the other kinds. This is scarcely surprising,
and is subject to inrerpretation that is either purely genetic 1'that an
rnnate thing in the head boosts all performances) or purely environ_
mental (that good books and good childhood nutrition boost all per_
formances); the positive correlations in themselves ,"y no,ilrr*
about causes. The results of these tests can be plotted on a multidr_
mensional graph with an axis for each test. Spearman used factor
analysis to find a single dimension-which he called g_that best
identifies the comrnon factor behind positive correlationi among the
tests. But Thurstone later showed that g could be made to disap"pea.
by simply rotating the dimensions to different positions. In one
rotation Thurstone placed the dimensions near the most widely sep_
arated attributes among t}le testsJ tius giving rise to the theory of
multiple intelligences (verbal, mathematical, spatial, etc., witli no
overarching g). This theory (which I support) has been advocated
by many prominent psychomericians, including J. p. Guilford, in
the 1950s, and Howard Gardner today. In this pirspective g cannot
have inherent reality, for it emerges in one foim of math"ematicat
representation for correlations among tests and disappears (or
gready attenuates) in other forms, which are entirely equivalent in
amount of information explained. In any case, yo, 

"".,i 
grasp the

lssue at all without a clear exposition of factor analysis_and Tla
Bell Curue cops out on this cen$al conceot.
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As for Kaus's second issue, cultural bias, the presentation of it in

The Bell Curue matches Arthur Jensen's and that of other hereditar-

ians. in confusing a technical (and proper) meaning of "bias" (I call

it "S-bias," for "statistical") with the entircly different vernacular

concept (I call it "V-bias") that provokes popular debatc All these

autho;s swear up and dorvn (and I agree with them completely) that

thc tests are not biased-in the statistician's definition Lack of S-

bias means that the same score, when it is achieved by members of
different groups, predicts the same thing; that is, a black person and

a white person u'ith identical scores will have the same probabilities

for doing anything that IQ is supposed to predict

But V-bias, the source of public conccrn, embodies an entirely

different issue, which, unfortunately, uses the same word The pub-

lic wants to know whether blacks average 85 and whites 100

because socicty ffeats blacks unfairly-that is' whether lower black

scores record biases in this social sense And this crucial questton

(to which we do not know the answer) cannot be addressed by a

demonstration that S-bias doesn't cxist, which is the only issue ana-

lyzed, however correctly, in 'l'hz BelL Cune.

The book is also suspect in its use of statistics. As I mentioned' vir-

tually all its data derive from one analysis-a plotting, by a tech-

nique called multiple regression, of social behaviors that agitate us'

such as crime, unemployment, and births out of wedlock (known as

dependent variables), against both IQ and parental sociometric sta-

tus (known as independent variables). 'fhc authors first hold IQ
constant and consicler thc relationship of social behaviors to

parental socioeconomic status. Thel'then hold socioeconomic sta-

tus constant and consider the relationship ofthe same social behav-

iors to IQ. In general, they frnd a higher correlation with IQ than

with socioeconomic status; for example, people with low IQ are

more likely to drop out of high school than people whose parents

have low socioeconomic status.

But such analyses must engage two issues-the form and the

stength of the relationship-and Herrnstein and Murray discuss

only the issue that seems to support their viewpoint, while virtually

ignoring (and in one key passage almost willfully hiding) the other'
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Their numerous graphs present only the form of the relationships;
that is, rhey draw the regression curves of thcir variables against ie
and parental sociocconomic status. But, in violation of all statistical
norms that I've ever learned, thcy plot only the regression curve and
do not show the scatter of variation around the curve, so ther
graphs do not show anything about rhe strength of the relation-
ships-that is, the amount of variation in social iactors explained by
IQ and socioeconomic status. Indeed, almost all their reLtionshios
are weak: very litde of the variation in social factors is explained iy
either independent variable (though the form of this ,-rll u-o,rn,
of explanation does lie in their favored dircction). In shon, therr
own data indieare that lQ is not a maior factor in dctermining vari_
ation in nearly all the social behaviors they study_and so thei co.r_
clusions collapse, or at least become so greatly attenuated that their
pessimism and conservative social agenda gain no signihcant sup_
pon.

Herrnstein and Murray actually admit as much in one crucial
passage, bur then they hide the pattern. They write,.,It [cognitive
abilityl almost always explains lcss than 20 percent of the'vaiiance,
to use the statistician's term, usually less than 10 percent and often
less than 5 percent. What this means in English is ttrat you cannot
predict what a given person will do from his Ie score. . . . On the
other hand, despite the low association at the individual level, largc
differences in social behavior separate groups of people rvhen the
groups differ intellectually on rhe average.', Despite this disclaimer,
their remarkable next sentence makes a strong causal claim. ,.rwe
will argue that intelligence itself! not just its correlation u,itl socio_
economrc status, is responsible for these group differences.,,But a
few percent of statistical determination is noi causal explanadon.
And tie case is even worse for their key genetic argument, since
they claim a heritability of about 60 percenr for Ie, so to isolate thc
strength of gencdc determination by Herrnstein and Murray,s own
cdteria you must nearly halve even the few percent they ilaim to
explain.

My charge of disingenuousness receives its strongest affirmation
rn a sentence tucked away on the first page of Appendix .1, page
593: the authors state, ..In the text, we do not refer to th. us,]-"t
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measure of goodness of fit for multiple regressions' R2, but they are

prcsented here for thc cross-sectional analyses." Now, why would
tley cxclude from the tcxt, and rclegate to an appendix that very

ferv peoplc will read, or evcn consult, a number that, by their own
admission, is "the usual measurc of goodness of fit"? I can only
conclude that they did not choose to admit in the main text the

extreme weakness of their vaunted relationships.

Herrnstein and Murray's correlation coefficients are generally

low enough by themselves to inspire lack of confidence. (Correla-

tion coefficients measure the sfength of linear rclationships

betrveen variables; the positivc values run from 0 0 for no relation-

ship to 1.0 for perfect linear relationship.) Although low figures are

not atypical for largc social-science surveys involving many vari-

ables, most of Herrnstcin and Murray's correlations are very

weak-often in the 0.2 to 0.4 range. Now, 0.4 may sound

respectably strong, but-and this is the key point-R2 is the square

of the correlation coefficient, and the square of a number between

zero and one is less than the number itself, so a 0.4 correlation
yields an R-squared of only .16. In Appendix 4, then, one discovers

that the vast majority of the conventional measures of R2, excluded

from the main body of the text, are less than 0 1.

Thesc very low values of R2 expose t}te true weakness, in any

meaningful vernacular sense, of nearly all the relationships that
form the meat of The Bell Cwve.

Likc so many conservativc ideologues rvho rail against the largely
bogus ogre of suffocating political correctness, Herrnstcin and Mur-
ray claim that they only want a hearing for unpopular views so that

truth will out. And here, for once, I agree entirely. As a card-carry-
ing First Amendment (ncar) absolutist, I applaud the publication of
unpopular views that some people consider dangerous. I am

dclighted that The Bell Cwve was written-so that its errors could
be exposed, for Herrnstein and Murray are right to point out the

diffcrence betwccn public and private agendas on race, and we

must struggle to make an impact on the private agendas as well. But
The Bell Curue is scarcely an academic treatise in social theory and
population genetics. It is a manifesto of conservative ideology; the
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book's inadequate and biased treatment of data displays its primary
purpose-advocacy. The text evokes the dreary and scary drumbeat
of claims associated with consenative think tanks: reduction or
elimination of welfare, ending or sharply cunailing affirmative
action in schools and workplaces, cutting back Head Stan and other
forms of prcschool education, trimming programs for the slowcsL
learners and appl-ving those funds to the giftcd. (I would love to sec
more attentron paid to talented students, but not at this cruel price.)

The penultimatc chapter presents an apocalyptic vision of a socr_
ety with a growing underclass permanently mired in the inevitable
sloth of their low IQs. They will takc over our city centers, keep
having illegitimate babies (for many are too stupid to practice birth
control), and ultimately require a kind of custodial state, more to
keep them in check-and out of high Ie neighborhoods_than to
realize any hope of arnelioration, which low Ie makcs impossible in
any case. Hennstein and Murray actually write, ..ln shon, hy custo_
dial state, we have in mind a high-tech and more lavish veision of
the Indian reservadon for some substantial minority of the nation,s
population, while the rest of America tries to go about its business.,,

The final chapter tries to suggest an alternative, but I have never
read anything more grotesquely inadequate. Herrnstein and Murrav
yearn romantically for the good old days of towns and neishbor_
hoods where all people could be given rask. of value, anl sclf_
esteem could be found for people on all steps of the Ie hierarchy
(so Forrest Gump might collect clothing for the church raffle, while
Mr. Murray and the other bright ones do the planning and keep the
accounts-they have forgonen about the town Jerv and the drvillers
on the other side of the tracks in many of these idyllic villages). I do
believe in this concept of neighborhood, and I will fisit ior it"
return. I grerv up in such a place in euecns. Bur can anvonc seri_
ously hnd solutions for (rather that imponant palliativei of) our
social ills therein?

However, if Herrnstein and Murray are wrong) and Ie repre_
sents not an immutable rhing in the head, grading human beings on
a single scale of general capacity with largc numbers of custodial
rncompetents at the bottomJ then the model that gencrates their
gloomy vision collapses, and the wonderful variousness of humarr
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abilities, properly nurturedJ reemerges. We must fight the doctrine
of The Bell Cwue both because it is wrong and because it will, if
activatcd, cut off all possibility of proper nurturance for everyonc's

intelligence. Of course, we cannot all be rocket scicntists or brain
surgeons, but those who can't might be rock musicians or profes-
sional athlctcs (and gain far more social prestige and salary

thereby), while others will indeed serve by standing and waiting.
I closed my chapter in The Mismeasure of Man on the unreality of

g and the fallacy of regarding intelligence as a single-scaled, innate
thing in the head with a man'elous quotation from John Stuan Mil,,
well wonh repeadng:

The tcndency has always been strong to believe that whatever
received a name must be an entity or being, having an indepen-

dent existence of its own, and if no real entity answering to tie
name could be found, men did not for that reason suppose that
none existed, but imagined that it was something particularly
abstruse and mysterious.

How strange that we would let a single and false number divide
us, when evolution has united all pcople in the recency of our com-
mon anceshy-thus undergirding with a sharcd humanity that infi-
nite variety which custom can never stale. E pluribus unum,

Cracking Open the
IQ Box

HOWARD GARDNER

Despite its largely technical nat.xe, T'he Bell Curue has alreaciy
secured a prominent place in American Consciousness as a ,,big.,,
"important,', and .,controversial,' book. In a manner more befinilig
a chronicle of sex or spying, the publisher withheld ir from potential
critics until the date of publication. Since then it has grabbcd front_
page attention in influential publications, ridden the ralk_show
waves, and catalyzed academic conferences and dinncr table con_
troversies. Vith the untimely death of the senior author, psycholo-
gist Richard Herrnstein, aftention has focused on his coilatorator
Charles Murray (described by the Nezo york Times Magazine as tlte
"most dangerous conservative in America"). But this volume clearly
bears the mark of both men.

The Bell Curue is a strange work. Some of the analysis and a
good deal of the tone are reasonable. yet, the science in the book
was questionable when it was proposed a century ago, and it has
now been completely supplanted by the development of the cogni_
tive sciences and neurosciences. The policy recommendations- of
the book are also exotic, neither following from ttte analvses nor ius_
tified on their own terms. The book relies heavily on innucndo,
some of it quite frightening in its implications. The authors wrao
themselves in a mantle of courage. whilc coyly disavowinq t}tc
extreme conclusions *rat their own arguments invite. The tremen_
dous attention lavished on the book probably comes less from thc
science or the policy proposals than from the subliminal messases
and atritudes it conveys.

Taken at face value, The Bell Curze proceeds in straishtforwarc
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fashion. Herrnstein and Murray summarize decades of work in psy-

chometrics and policy studies and report the results of their own
extensive analyses of the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor
Market Experience of Youth, a survey tiat began in 1979 and has

followed more than 12,000 Americans aged 14-22. They argue that
studies of trends in American society have steadfastly ignored a

smoking gun: the increasing influence of measured intelligence
(IQ). As they see it, individuals have always differed in intelligence,
at least partly because of heredity, but these differences have come

to matter more because social status now depends more on individ-
ual achievement. The consequence of ttris trend is the bipolarization
of the population, with high-IQ types achieving positions of power

and prestige, low-IQ t-vpes being consigned to the ranks of the
impoverished and the impotent. In the authors' view, the combined
ranks of the poor! the criminal, the unemployed, the illegitimate
(parents and offspring), and the uncivil harbor a preponderance of
unintelligent individuals. Herrnstein and Murray are disturbed by
these trends, particularly by the apparendy increasing number of
people who have babies but fail to bccome productive citizens. The
authors foresee the emergence of a brutal society in which "the rich
and the smart" (who are increasingl.v the same folks) band together
to isolate and perhaps even reduce the ranks of tltose who besmirch
the social fabric.

Scientifically, this is a curious work. If science is narrowly con-
ceived as simply carrying out correlations and regression equations,
the science in The Bell Carze seems, at least on a first reading,
unexceptional. (My eyebrows were raised, though, by the authors'
decision to introduce a new scoring system after they had com-
pleted an entire draft of the manuscript. They do not spell out the
reasons for this switch, nor do they indicate whether the results
were different using the earlier system.) But science goes far beyond
the number-crunching stereotype; scientific inquiry involves the
conceptualization of problems, decisions about the kinds of data to
secure and analyze, the consideration of alternative explanations,
and, above all, the chain of reasoning from assumptions to findings
to inferences, In this sense, the science tn The Bell Carue is more
like special pleading, based on a biased reading of the data, than a
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carefully balanced assessment of current krowledge.
Moreover, there is never a direct road from isearch to policy.

One could look at the cvidence presented by Herrnstein and Mur-
ray, as many of a liberal persuasion have done, and recommend tar_
geted policies of intervention to help the dispossessed. Herrnstein
and Murray, of course, proceed in quite the opposite direction.
They report that effons to raise intelligence have been unsuccessful
and they oppose, on both moral and pragmatic grounds, programs
of affirmative action or other ameliorative measures at school or irr
the workplace. Their ultimate solution, such as it is, is the restric-
tion of a world rhey attribute to the Founding Fathers. These wisc
men acknowledged large differences in human abiliries and did nor
try artihcially to bring about equality of resultsj instead, Herrnsreirr
and Murray tell us, they promoted a society in which each individ-
ual had his or her place in a local neighborhood and was accord-
ingly valued as a human being with dignity.

The Bell Cuwe is well argued and admirably clear in its exposi-
tion. The authors are, for the mosr part, fair and rhorough in laying
out alternative arguments and interpretations. presenting views tiat
s€t a new standard for political incorrectness, the1, do so in a way
that suggests tleir own overt discomfort-real or professed. Rush
Limbaugh and Jesse Helms might like the implications, but they
would hardly emulate the hedges and the ,,more in sorrow', state_
ments. At least some of the authors' observations make sense. For
example, their critique of the complex and often contradictory mes_
sages embodied in certain government social policies is excellenL,
and their recommendations for simpler rules are appropriate.

Yet I bccame increasingly disrurbed as I read and reread tiis
800-page work. I gradually realized I was encounterins a stvle of
thought previousl5 unknown to me: scholarly Urinkmanstrip
Whether concerning an issue of science, policy, or rhetoric, the
authors come dangerously close to embracing the most extreme
positions, yet in the end shy away from doing so. Discussing scien_
tific work on intclligence, they never quite say that intelligence is all-
rmportant and tied to one's genes; yer rhey signal that this is their
belief and that readen ought to embrace the same conclusions. Dis-
cussing policy, they never quite say that affirmative action should
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be totally abandoned or that childbearing or immigration by those
of low IQ should be curbed; yet they signal their sympathy for these

options and intimate that readers ought to consider these possibili-
ties. Finally, the rhetoric of the book encourages readers to identify
with the IQ elite and to distance themselves from the dispossessed
in what amounts to an invitation to class warfare. Scholarly
brinkmanship encourages the reader to draw thc strongest conclu-
sions, while allowing the authors to disavow this intention.

DO GENES EXPLAIN SOCIAL CLASS?

In a textbook published in 1975, Herrnstein and his colleague
Roger Brown argued that the measurement of intelligence has been
the greatest achievement of tlventieth-century scientific psychology.
Psychometricians can make a numerical estimate of a person's intel-
ligence that rcmains surprisingly stable after the age of five or sc.',

and much convergent evidence suggests drat the variations of this
measure of intelligcnce in a population are determined significantly
(at least 60 percent) by inheritable lactors. As Herrnstein and Mur-
ray demonstrate at great length, mcasured intelligence conelates
with success in school, ultirnate job status, and the likelihood of
becoming a member of the cognitively entitled establishment.

But correlation is not causation, and it is possible that staying in
school causes IQ to go up (rather than vice versa) or that both IQ
and schooling reflect some third causative factor, such as parental
attention, nutrition, social class, or motivation. Indeed, nearly every
onc of Herrnstein and Murray's reported correlations can be chal-
lenged on such grounds. Yet, Herrnstein and Murray make a per-
suasive cast that measured intelligence-or, more technically, g, the
central, general component of measured intelligence--does affect
one's ultimate niche in society.

But tie links between genetic inheritance and IQ, and then
between IQ and social class, are much too weak to draw the infer-
encc that genes determine an individual's ultimate status in society.
Nearly all of the reponed conelations between measured intelligence
and societal outcomes explain at most 20 percent of the variance. In
other words, over 80 percent (and perhaps over 90 percent) of the
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factors contributing to socioeconomic status lie beyond measured
intelligence. One's ultimate niche in society is overwhelmingly deter-
mined by non-IQ factors, ranging from initiat social class to luck.
And since close to half of one's IQ is due to factors unrelated to
heredity, well over 90 percent of one's fate does not lie in one's
genes. Inherited IQ is at most a paper airplane, not a smoking gun.

Indeed, even a sizable ponion of the data reported or alluded to
in Thc Bell Curue ru.ns directly counter to the story that the authors
apparently wish to tell. They note that IQ has gone up consistently
around the world during this century-l5 points, as great as the
current difference between blacks and whites. Certainly this spun
cannot be explained by genes! They note that when blacks move
from rural southern to urban nordrern areas, their intelligence
scores also rise; that black youngsters adopted in households of
higher socioeconomic status demonstate improved performance on
aptitude and achievement tests; and that differences between the
performances of black and white students have declined on tests
ranging from the Scholastic Aptitude Test to the National Assess-
rnent of Educational Practice. In an extremely telling phrase, Herrn-
stein and Murray say ftat the kind of direct verbal interaction
between white middle-class parents and their preschool children
"amounts to excellent training for intelligence tests." On that basis,
they might very well have argued for expanding Head Start, but
instead they question the potendal value of any effon to change
what they regard as the imrnutable power of inherited IQ.

PSYCHOLOGY, BIOLOGY, AND CULTURE

The psychometric faith in IQ testing and Herrnstein and Murray's
analysis are based on assumptions that emerged a century agol
when Alfred Binet devised the first test of intelligence for children.
Since 1900, biology, psychology, and anthropology have enor-
mously advanced our understanding of the mind. But like biologists
who ignore DNA or physicists who do not consider quantum
mechanical effects, Herrnstein and Munay pay virtually no atten-
tion to these insights and, as a result, there is a decidcdly anachro-
nistic flavor to their entire discusslon.
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Intoxication with the IQ test is a professional hazard among psy-
chomericians. I have known many psychometricians who feel that
the science of testing will ultimately lay bare all the secrets of the
mind. Some believe a difference of even a few points in an IQ or
SAT score discloses something important about an individual's or
group's intellectual merits. The world of intelligence testers is pecu-
liarly self-contained. Like the chess player who thinks all games (if
not the world itself) are like chess, or the car salesman who speaks
only of horsepower, the psychometrician may come to believe that
all of importance in the mind can be captured by a small number of
items in the Stanford-Binet test or by one's ability to react quickly
and accurately to a pattem of lighS displayed on a computer
screen.

Though Herrnstein deviated sharply in many particulars from
his mentor B. F. Skinner, the analysis rn The Bell Czrre is Skinner-
ian in a fundamental sense: It is a "black box analysis." Along with
most psychometricians, Herrnstein and Murray convey the impres-
sion that one's intelligence simply exists as an innate fact of life-
unanalyzed and unanalyzable-as if it were hidden in a black box.
Inside the box there is a single number, IQ, which determines vasr
social consequences.

Outside the closed world of psychometricians, however, a more
empirically sensitive and scientifically compelling understanding of
human intelligence has emerged in the past hundred years. Many
authorities have challenged the notion of a single intelligence or
even the concept of intelligence altogether. Let me mention iust a

few examples. (The works by Stephen Ceci and Roben Sternberg,
as well as my own, discuss many more.)

Stemberg and his colleagues have studied valued kinds of intel-
lect not measured by IQ tests, such as practical intelligence-the
kinds of skills and capacities valued in the workplace. They have
shown that effective managers are able to pick up various tacit mes-
sages at the workplace and that this crucial practical sensitivity is
largely unrelated to psychometric intelligence. Ralph Rosnow and
his colleagues have developed measures of social or personal intelli-
gence-tle capacities to figure out how to operate in complex
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human siuations-and have again demonstated that these are
unrelated to the linguistic and logical skills tapped in IQ tests.

Important ncw work has been carried out on the role of training
in the attainment of expertise. Anders Ericsson and his colleagues
have demonstrated that training, not inborn talent, accounts for
much of cxperts' performances; the ultimate achievement of chess
players or musicians depends (as your mother told you) on regular
practice over many years. Ceci and others have documented the
exuemely high degree of expertise that can be achieved by randomly
chosen individuals; for example, despite low measured intelligence,
handicappers at the racetrack successfully employ astonishingly
complex multiplicative models. A growing number of researchers

have argued that, while IQ tests may provide a reasonable measure

of certain linguistic and mathematical forms of thinking, other
equally important kinds of intelligence, such as spatial, musical, or
personal, are ignored (this is the subject of much of my own work).
In shon, the closed world of intelligence is being opened up.

Accompanying this rethinking of the concept of intelligence(s),
there is growing skepticism that short paper-and-pencil tests can get

at important mental capacities. Just as "performance examinations"
are coming to replace multiple-choice tests in schools, many scien-
tists, among them Lauren Resnick and Jean Lave, have probed the
capacities of individuals to solve problems "on the scene" rather
than in a testing room, with pencil and paper. Such studies regu-
larly confirm that one can perform at an expert level in a natural or
simulated sening (such as bargaining in a market or simulating the
role of a city manager) even with a low IQ, while a high IQ cannot
in itself substirute for training, expertise, motivation, and creativity.
Rather than the pointless exercise of attempting to raise psychomet-
ric IQ (on which Herrnstein and Murray perseverate), this research
challenges us to try to promote the actual behavior and skills that
we want our future citizens to have. After all, if we found that better
athletes happen to have larger shoe sizes, we would hardly try to
enlarge the feet of rhe less adrledc.

Scientific understanding of biological and cultural aspects of cogni-
tion also grows astonishingly with every passing decade. Virn:ally
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no serious natural scientist speaks about genes and environment any
longer as if they were opposed. Indeed, every serious investigator
accepts the importance of both biological and cultural factors and
the need to understand their interactions. Genes regulat€ all human
behavior, but no form of behavior will emerge without the appro-
priate environment triggers or supports. Leaming alters the way in
which genes are expressed.

The development of the individual brain and mind begins in
utero, and pivotal alterations in capacity and behavior come about

. as the result of innumerable events following conception. Hormonal
effects in utero, which cenainly are environmental, can cause a dif-
ferent profile of cognitive strengths and limitarions to emerge. The
loss of certain sensory capacities causes the redeployment of brain
tissue to new functions; a rich environment engenders the growth of
additional cortical connections as well as timely pruning of excess
synapses. Compare a child who has a dozen healthy experiences
each day in utero and after birth to anorher child who has a daily
diet of a dozen injurious episodes. The cumulative advantage of
healthy prenatal environment and a stimulating postnatal environ-
ment is enormous. In the study of IQ, much has been made of stud-
ies of identical and fraternal twins. But because of the influences on
cognition in utero and during infancy, even such studies cannot
decisively distinguished genetic from environmental influences.

Herrnstein and Murray note that measured intelligence is only
stable after age five, without drawing the obvious conclusion that
the events of the first years of life, nor some ptrlogiston-like g, are
the principal culprit. Scores of important and fascinating new hnd-
ings emerge in neuroscience every year) but scarcely a word of any
of this penetrates the Herrnstein and Murray black-box approach.

Precisely the same kind of story can be told from the cultural per-
spective. Cultural beliefs and practices affect the child at least from
the moment of birth and perhaps sooner. Even the parents' expec-
tations of their unbom child and rheir reactions to the discovery of
the child's sex have an impact. The family, teachers, and other
sources of influence in the culture signal what is important to the
growing child, and these messages have both short- and long-term
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impact. Horv one thinks about oneself, one's prospects in this world
and beyond, and whether one regards intelligence as inborn or
acquired-all these shape patterns of activity, attention, and per-
sonal investments in learning and self-improvement. Particularly for
stigmatized minorities, these signals can wreck any potential for
cognitive gro\,!'th and achievement.

Consider Claude Steele's research on the etTects of stereotyping
on performance. African-American students perform worse than
white students when they are led to believe that the test is an intel-
lectual one and that their race matters, but these differences wash
out completely when such "stereotype rulnerable" conditions are
removed.

To understand the effects of culture, no study is more seminal
than Harold Stevenson and James Stigler's book 'fhe lzaming Gap:
lYhy Our Schook Are Failing and What We Can Learn Jrom Japanese
and Chinese Education (1992). In an analysis that runs completely
counter to The Bell Curre, Stevenson and Stigler show why Chinese
and Japanese students achieve so much more in schools than do
Americans. They begin by demonstrating that initial differences in
IQ among the three populations are either nonexistent or trivial. But
with each passing year! East Asian students raise their edge over
Americans, so that by the middle school years, there is virtually no
overlap in reading and mathematics performance between the two
populations.

Genetics, heredity, and measured intelligence play no role here.
East Asian students learn more and score better on iust about every
kind of measure because they atend school for more days, work
harder in school and at home after school, and have bener-prepared
teachers and more deeply engaged parents who encourage and
coach them each day and night. Put succinctly, Americans believe
(like Herrnstein and Murray) that if you do not do well, it is
because they lack talent or ability; Asians believe it is because they
do not work hard enough. As a Japanese aphorism has it, "Fail with
five hours of sleep; pass with four." Both predictions tend to be
self-fulfilling. As educator Derek Bok once quippcdr Americans
score near to last on almost all measures save one: !/hen you ask
Americans how they think they are doing, they profess more satis-
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faction than any other group. Like Herrnstein and Murray, most
Americans have not understood *rat what distinguishes the cultures
is the pattern of self-undersranding and motivation, especially the
demands that we make on ourselves (and on those we care about)
and the lessons we draw from success and failure-not the structure
of genes or the shape of the brain.

THE SHAKY BRIDGE TO POLICY

Like Murray's earlier book Ltsing Ground, The Bell Cuwe views
most recent governmental attempts at intcrvention doing more
harm than good and questions the value of welfare payments, afhr-
madve action programsj indeed, and kind of charitable disposition
toward the poor. 'Io improve education, Herrnstein and Murray
recommended vouchers to encourage a private market and put
forth the remarkable proposal that the government should shift
funds from disadvantaged to gifted children. And while rhey do nor
openly endorse policies thar will limit breeding among the poor or
keep the dispossessed from our shores, they stimulate us to consider
such possibilities.

Nowhere did I find the Herrnstein and Munay analysis less con-
vincing than in their treatment of crime. Incarcerated offenders,
they point out) have an average IQ of 92, eight points below the
national mean. They go on to suggest that since lower cognitive
aptitude is associated with higher criminal activity, there would be
less crime if IQs were higher. But if intelligence levels have at worst
been constant, why did crime increase so much between the 1960s
and the 1980s? Why have crime rates leveled off and declined in the
last few years? Does low IQ also explain the embarrassing preva-
lence of whitc-collar crime in business and politics or the recenr
sudden rise in crirne in Russia? Astonishingly, no other influences,
such as the values promoted by the mass media, play any role in
Hennstein and A,lurray's analysis

Considering horv ofren they remind us that the poor and
benighted at societ!'s botrom are incapable through no fault oftheir
own, Herrnstein and Murray's hostility to efforts to reduce poverty
might seem, at the very least, ungenerous. But, at the book,s enc,
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the authors suddenly turn from their supposed unblinking realism
to fanciful nostalgia. Having consigned the dispossessed to a world
where tley can achieve little because of their own meager intellec-
tual gifts, Herrnstein and tr{urral call on the society as a whole to
reconstitute itself: to become (once again?) a world of neighbor_
hoods rvhere each individual is made to feel important, valued, and
dignified. They devore not a word to how this rcturn to lost neislF
borhoods is to be brought about or hou,rhose with low Ies andlo
resources could suddenly come to feel worthwhile. It is as if wc
were watching scenes from ,4poca lltpse Now or Natural Born Killers,
only to blink for a minute and to hnd the movie concludins witl
images from a siruadon comedy or ..Mr. Roger.s Neighborhood..'

RHETORICAL BOMB-THROWINC
Perhaps the most troubling aspect of the book is its rhetorical
stance. This is one of the most stylistically divisive books that I have
ever read. Despite occasional avowals of regret and the few utopian
pages at the end, Herrnstein and Murray set up an us-thcm
dichotomy that eventually culminates in an us-agatnsl-them opposr-
tron.

lfho are "we"? Well, we are the people who went to Harvard (as
the jacket credits both of the authors) or anended similar colleses
and read books like this. We are the smarr, the rich, the porueriul,
t}Ie worriers. And who are "they',? They are the pathetic others,
those who could not get into good schools and who don,t cut it on
IQ tests and SATs. While perhaps perfectly nice people, they are
simply not going to make it in tomorrow's complex socierl, and will
probably end up cordoned off frorn the rest of us under the tutelase
of a vicious custodial state. 'Ihe hope for a civil sociery depends on
a miraculous return of the spirit of the Founding Fathers to re-cre_
ate the villages of 'fhomas Jefferson or George Bailey (as played by
Jimmy Stewart) or Beaver Cleaver (as played by Jerry Mather).

How is this rhetorical polarization achieved? At literallv dozens
of points in the book, Herrnstein and Murray seek to stress the
extent to which they and the readers resemble one another and dif-
fer from those unfortunate souls who cause our society,s problems
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Reviewing The Bell Cunte of the title, Herrnstein and Murray
declare, in a representative passage:

You-meaning the self-selected person who has read this far into
this book-live in a world that probably looks nothing like the fig-
ure. In all likelihood, almost all of your friends and professional

associates belong to that top Class I slice. Your friends and asso-

ciates rvho you consider to be unusually slow are probably some-

where in Class II.

rJThy is this so singularly off-putting? I would have thought it
unnecessary to say, but if people as psychometrically smart as

Messrs. Herrnstein and Murray did not "get it," it is safer to be

explicit. High IQ doesn't make a person one whit better than any-
body else. And if we are to have any chance of a civil and humane

society, we had bener avoid the smug self-satisfacdon of an elite
that reeks of arrogance and condescension.

Though there are seven appendices, spanning over 100 pages,

and nearly 200 pages of footnotes, bibliography' and index, one ele-

ment is notabl-v missing from this tome: a report on any program of
social intervention that works. For example, Herrnstein and Murray
never mention Lisbeth Schorr's lVithin Our Reach: Breaking the

C1,cle of Disadaantage, a book that was prompted in pan bs- lnsing
Ground. Schorr chronicles a number of social programs that have

made a genuine difference in education, child health service, family
planning, and other lightning-rod areas of our society. And to the

ranks of the programs chronicled in Schorr's book, many new
names can now be added. Those who have launched Interfaith
Educational Agencies, City Year, Teach for America, Jobs for the
Future, and hundreds of other service agencies have not succumbed
to the sense of futility and abandonment of the poor that the Herrn-
stein and Murray book promotes.

\7hcn I recently debated Murray on National Public Radio, he

was reluctant to accept the possibility that programs of intervention
might dissolve or significantly reduce differences in intelligence. If
he did, the entire psychometric edifice that he and Herrnstein have

constructed would collapse. While claiming to confront facts that
others refuse to see, they are blind to both contradictory evidence
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and the human consequences of their work. Herrnstein and Mur-
ray, of course, have the right to their conclusions. But if they truly
believe that blacks will not be deeply hurt by the hints thar *rey are
genetically inferior, they are even more benighted-dare I say, even
more stupid-than I have suggested.

It is callous to write a work that casts earlier attempts to help the
disadvantaged in the leasr-favorable light, strongly suggests that
nothing positive can be done in the present climate, contributes to
an us-against-them mentality, and then posits a miraculous cure.
High intelligence and high creativity are desirable. But unless they
are linted to some kind of moral compass, tieir possesson might
best be consigned to an island of glass-bead game players, with no
access to the mainland.
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